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Buckley Amendment _halts ·
public posting of grades
By BARRY BRADLEY
Staff Writer

Student grades can no longer be posted in a public p~ace
according to the Buckley Amendment to the Higher
Education Act passed by Congress two years ago .
FTU Legal Council John D. Mahaffey Jr., said the
instructions on how to apply the law are just getting down
to the university level. According to Mahaffey, the law
prohibits any college or uriiversity from making public any
personally identifiable information about any stu~ent..
No information, such as grades or any d1sc1plinary
action, can b1> released without written permission of the
student as long as he is at least 18 years old. The parents of
any student are also excluded from gaining any
inr"ormation,even if the parents are supporting tile student
unless the student is less than 18 years old.
Jn the past, professors have been posting students' grade~
by t11eir social secunty numbers outside the professors
offices so they can check theu grades whenever it would be
convenient. According to the amendment, the Stu.dent must .
now either see the professor personally or wait for the
grades to be mailed to hiin.
Mahaffey said the only way professors can post grades is
for him to get written permission from the student. This
could be done, said Mahaffey, by attaching a sentence aC

the bottom of the final exam giving the professor authority
to post the student's grade. The student .would have only to
sign his name under this authorization and the professor
can post the student's grade.
This law does not affect information considered to be
directory information, such as a student's name, address,
age, year in 'college and major. This information is still
available to anyone, said Mahaffey.
I.E. Knight, FTU director or Records and Registration,
said FTU has been following the guidelines of the law long
before the instructions came down last week.
"We -reqt.µIe positive identification of the student before
we can give out any information," said Knight. He added he
could give out some information of a general nature like,
names, ages, and addresses, but anything else would need
written autl1orization from the student.
Knight said if a student can identify himself over the
phone to Knight's satisfaction, he could give out certain
information from the student's file. But he still cannot give
out a grade over the phone.
"If the student asks for a grade, I just ask him to come
in," said Knight.
Mahaffey said the . law is for the students' protection and
any violation of the law could result in the discontinuation
of federal funds to the university.
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FRED SOMMER was one of a number· of plant enthusiasts
who displayed their' leafy companions Wednesday during
the Village Center's "Plant Day."

SG, police clash on ne-w:- parking Policy
liy BILL PIEPER
.

Staff Writer

Controversy has arisen between
the campus police and some members
of the Student Government (SG) ove.r
the new policy of removing from
campus the cars of students with
multiple parking yiolations off
campus.
Both Jim Holmes, chief justice of
the judiciary board, and Lori Botts,
attorney general, feel the' present
policy is unfair to students. Both are
seeking alternate practices which they .

believe will be more beneficial to
students.
However,
Director of the
University Police Department John
Smith feels the protest is not
necessary because only one car has
been towed away this quarter.
- Ms. Botts and Holmes say students
are supposed to receive a letter from
the. police, stating their car may be
towed away, only after they have
received notice· of three traffic
violations on campus per quarter that
have not been paid or cleared by the
traffic grievance committee on

campus.
The traffic committee was formed
recently to hear driver grieva:nces
about parking and traffic tickets.
Before this quarter;-traffic grievances
were heard at the Municipal court
system, which will fie phased out ·of
operation by January 1.
Ms. Botts and Holmes protested
when they found that some students
with only or.ie weekend violation this
quarter received the warning letter
through the mail.
.
Both thought the letter was
unclear and threatened students

FTU Press publishes
Pulitzer Prize nominee
By ANN BARRY
Staff Writer

A book published by the FTU
Press has been nominated for the
1976 Pulitzer Prize for poetry.
"Heart Attacks," a volume of
poetry
written by Edmund
Skellings, has been on the market
for a month and received critical
praise from major poets and
respected critics such as Robert
Tucker,
editor
of
t"11e
"Massachusets Review," Babbette
Dutsch, - woman p·oet, Richard
Eberhart, Harold Witt, William·
Stafford and Norman Mailer.
The Miami ·Herald announced
in its November 10 . issue their
nomination of "Heart Attacks"·
for PulitzeF Price consideration.
.Skellings is a professor at
Florida International University
(FIU) and director of FIU's
International Jn sti tu te for
Creative Communication.
FTU is the only state university
press lliat presently publishes
poetry. The FTU Press is two.
years old.
Roland
Browne
professor of the
English
Department and director of the
FTU Press, agreed that the recent
recognition of "Heart Attacks" is
an honor to the FTU Press.

"HEART ATTACKS .."

unnecessarily' forcing them to appear
before the police at a time that may
be inconvenient to them.
Smith answered that the letter is
merely a warning, and is not intended
"to frighten students. He stated' the
letter tries to make clear that the
towing policy is in effect mainly to .
keep order and prevent traffic and
parking mishaps, and is not intended
to penalize respectable drivers.
The letter, which- is the same for
all students who receive it, states that
unless the driver appears before the .
vehicle regis1ra tion office in the
University Police Department three
days after it is mailed, their car may
be towed off campus at the student's
expense, or his vehicle registration
will be revoked and parking privileges
suspended.
Smith said the letter is aimed· at
'chronic violators' who have received
at ieast six uncleared violations this
· quarter. He added there arc at least .
13 such drivers currently on campus.
He explained that the letter is
primarily the means of warning
drivers not to take the law ligh(\y,
although police on campus nave
already been too lenient on · many

Entertainment
and Gilt Guide
pages 10-11

e,liday
Shoppers Guide
pages 16-17
?

such offenders.
. He said almost all of the state
universities in Florida have had
tow-away policies for a long time, the
FTU is one of the last universities in
the state to adopt one. He said the
provision for punishment is needed if
the parking regulations are to be
obeyed.
Both Ms. Botts and Holmes agreed
that there must be some punishment
to make sure the law is enforced for
the good of campus drivers, but they
felt that towing away a commuter's
car was too extreme ~

Ms. Botts said it often costs $25
to tow a car away, which the present
law requires the Student to pay .
Holmes felt that students sho.uld be
allowed more than three days to
appear before the police, in order to
insure there will be no schedule
conflict with their classes or work.
Smith responded that some drivers
with at least three violations this
quarter without being cleared have
not been penalized, as they are
interested mainly in stopping those
with over six violations that refuse to
appear ·before them.
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SAGA FOOD SERVICE did its part in buffet dinner was available to - any- Fl'U
hosting in the holiday season by preparing a student. The price -- $2.50 and all you could
turkey and ham feast .f<>r Thanksgiving. The eat.

Senate gives VC $3,000
In
its
most heated and
emotionally-charged meeting of the
year, one which saw numerous
outbreaks of dilatory motions,
pointed accusations and some
parliamentary tactics which Student
Body Vice-President John Keley
called, "legal, but in poor jUdgment,"
the Student Senate allocated $3,000
to the Village Center (VC) for
Homecoming.
Actually, the HOmecoming bill
had to be voted on twice, as it was
voted down, 17-10, on the first roll
call vote. But after an amendment
was added , c larifying how the money
would be sp ent, it w as recon side red
and passed , 23-4 .
The controve rsy surro unding the
bill hinged on who's money would be
spent firs t , the VC 's or Stude nt
G o ve rnm e nts (SG) . The to ta l amount
o f funds the vc w as to sp e nd on
H o m ecoming this y e ar w a s $ 5,000.
Two thou sa nd dollars of th a t to tal
wa s to com e fro m the V C, the o t h e r
$ 3 ,000 from SG.
In orde r to protec t is t in te r cs ts,
the senate proposed a n a m endme nt to
the bill m aking e a ch individual
a llieation within the $3,000 tota l
subject to a ppro va l b y the sen at e .
Villate Cente r P rogram Directo r
Ma rk Glickm a n too k 1ssu e w ith the
am e ndm e nt say ing it wo uld cau se
proble m s to th e VC any tim e they
wante d to sp e nd any m o n e y . On
other wo rds, any tim e a pri ce qu o te d
in the bill c hange d, w h e the r it w as
highe r or lower , th e VC still h ad t o
c ome to the sen a te fo r a pproval.
Glickm an said this would cau se
unne cessary proble m s and b e time
con suming as well.
Rich Wal s h , s tud e nt body
pre s id e nt, c larified
the senate ' s
position on the a m e ndme nt saying it
was not inte n de d to be a restric ting
motion , allo wing the senate to juggle
funds as the ir le isure , but is inte nde d
only to in s ure the mon e y is sp e nt
only
f or
H o me c omin g,
th e
am e ndme nt was passed .
This is whe re
the firework s
s t a rt e d.
S e ve ral senators spoke
ve he m e ntly aga in s t the bill, saying the
V C co uld put on a go od Homecoming
without th e additio nal $ 3, 000. Befo re
long, the sen a te b egan a iming the ir
accusations a t each other.
K e lley said the pro blem was o ne
of ce rtain sen a to rs' ind ivid ual fee lings
toward the bill. " The re we re some
peop le w h o ju st wan ted t o see the bill
defe ate d," K e lle y sa id. "The ir tactics,
while legal, were j u s t n o t in g o o d
jud g m e nt. Personalitie~ \~ere brought

in to the issue."

On the first roll call vo te, the bill
was d efe ated. But following an
e motional plea from Se n . Kathy
Griffith, the bill was reconsidered.
The senate aqcmpted to am end
the bill for the third time, stating that
any
mon ey
left over af t e r
Homecoming would rev~rt back to

the senate.
But rathe r than amend the bill,
Glickman assured the senate that any
un spent fund s would be sent back to
the senate. A roll call vote was again
taken and the bill passed.

CLEAR UP YOUR FUTURE IN THE 2 -YEAR AFROTC .PROGRAM.
What's up after college? That question is enough to '
get a lot of young people down.
Air Force ROTC college graduates have that worry,
too. But their immediate future (and longer if they choose)
is much more secure. As a commissioned officer, there's a
good job ....Travel. Graduate level education. Promotions.
Financial security. And really, lots more.
If you have two academic years remaining, there's a
great 2-year AFROTC program still available to you. Look
into ttie details. We think you'll be pleasantly surprised.
And pleasantly rewarded.

Contact the professor of aerospace studies ADMIN.
BLOG. Suite 243, phone 275-2264.
Put it all together in Air Force ROTC. -

CLASS RINGS
5% DISCOUNT

DEC. 6~10
. (SELL EARLY!)
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Hoineconiing to featu~e
niovie, dances, displays
By LISA FERGUSON
Staff Writer
and

MARK HOWELL
Special Writer

FTU's Homecoming has been se.t
for the week of February 6 and is
titled "Whisky, Wild Women, and
Horses," according to John Callander,
president of the Village Center (VC)
Board.
To start off Homecoming
festivities, the VC will feature the
popular Mel Brooks comedy film
"Young Frankenstein" Feb. 6.
Monday's activities will begin with
Indian dances by the American
Association of Indians and a display
of silver and turquoise jewelry.
Vocalist-humorist GAMBEL
ROGERS will do two performances,
one in the cafeteria at noon followed
by an evening program in the VC
Assembly Room (VCAR).
Callander said, "In line with the
Western theme there will be a Hoe
Down on Tuesday evening. The
program will include square dancing
with a live caller, polka and disco
dancing."
Wednesday afternoon has been set
aside for the Homecoming Carnival
where several campus · clubs and
organizations will sponsor games and
exhibitions. Proceeds from
the
carnival will go to the Central Florida
Zoo. During the carnival there will be
entertainment by The Sandy Valley
Boys on the VC Green.
Callander said, "We arc still in
negotiations with the comedy team
Edmunds and Curley for Thursday of
Homecoming week. We are planning
to have them do a preview show
during the lunch hour in the cafeteria.
That same evening there will be a full
icngth show by the same comedy
team."

Friday will be a "big day" on the
Homecoming itinerary said Callander.
First there will be the traditional on
campus Homecoming Parade. Later
the FTU cheerleaders will hold a pep
rally in preparation for the
FTU-Florida Southern basketball
game Saturday.
Awards for floats will be given O\lt
at the pep rally. The organization
whose float wins first prize . will
receive $100. Second prize will be
$50 and third prize will be $25. At
7: 30 p.m. another Brooks' film
"Blazing Saddles" will be shown in
the VCAR. Friday night the VC will
hold a bonfire and f"ueworks display
at Lake Claire.
"The highpoint of Homecoming
will be on Saturday," Callander said.
That evening there will be a reception
for the FTU alumni sponsored by the
Alumni Association. Later in the
evening a victory dance will fol)ow
the FTU-Florida Southern basketball
·game.
The Homecoming Queen, who will
be known as the "Best of the West"
will be announced at the dance. To
enter the contest, an applicant must
be sponsored by an organization and
must pay a $5 entry fee. This year
there is an additional requirement to
enter the contest. Each applicant
must turn in a nominating petition
with . at least 250 signatures. Voting
for Homecoming Queen will take
place during Homecoming Week.
A Spirit Award will be given to the
organization who shows the most
spirit during Homecoming Week,
according to Pat Hightower, assistant
VC program director. An organization
can win the award by having the most
members attending Homecoming
activities. Judges will be at all events,

Millican honore·d at
·time ~apsuJm'Jrcy,~f!r,,i0~p~ia1
The
FTU
Time
Capsule
commemorating the B1centcnmal and
Dr. · Charles N. Millican's 10th
anniversary as president of the
university was buried Wednesday in
front of the FTU Administration
Building after a brief ceremony.
The ceremony included a keynote
address by Rep. Dick Batchelor,
D-Orlando, the presentation of the
capsule to Millican, and Millican's
presentation of the capsule to
university grounds crews fpr burial.

Fut~~~orEt~itr::~~t~~!~'.sr!:~~~:~i~~~

addressed about 50 spectators who
had gathered despite overcast skies
and 45 degree temperatures. He
explained how the project was
initiated and what was included in the
capsule.
"The idea for a ti.me capsule was
suggested this summer by Dr. Rex
Brown, FTU's vice president for
Student Affairs," Faunce said. "The
Office of Community Relations,
under the direction of Dr. William
Grasty' felt the time capsule was an
excellent idea, and Dr. Robert

activities, assumed responsibility for
the project,,
Some
different items were
included
in
the capsule. The
highlights included the information
kit distributed to the news media at
the ground breaking ceremony for the
first . building on campus, all
commencement programs since the
university opened, all FTU catalogs,
the history of FTU written by Dr.
Kenneth Sheinkopf, copies of the
Future,
Emphasis, Accent and

SS

university brochures, the collective

~i;Ti~~ingtoa~~=m~;.t ap~:!:~~n~ro~
2026 and one of Millican's pipes.
Before the ceremony, the contents
were sealed in Argon to prohibit
deterioration. The capsule was ·1ater
lowered into the hole and encased in
cemen"t to deter vandals.
According to Dr. rack Noon,
Physics Department - Chairman and
time capsule technical · adviser, "It
would take a jackhammer to get at
it.,,
·
The capsule is scheduled to be
opened Dec. 1, 2026.

but nobody will know who they are.
Club members must wear some sort
of identilication name tags, hats or
jerseys-so the judges will know to
which organization they belong. Ms.
Hightower said all student
organizations will be receiving packets
of information about the events.
Callander said, "Homecoming is an
important tradition that has been
established with the aim of boosting a ·
sense of school spirit and unity. I
hope that all the students, faculty,
staff, alumni and community will
take the opportunity to enjoy all the
activitiios that will be available to
them."

uture,_ _.,_...
Photo bY Fred Sommer

MANY
STUDENTS MAY
remember last year's
Homecoming festivities, which included a bonfire and
fireworks display at Lake Claire. This year's · $5,000
extravaganza will again include the lakefront fireworks
display, but even better, the basketball game will be played
in FTU's own gym.
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Life Boa.r d plans activities.
for FTU dorm residents
Out of the 400 students that live on the ·FTU campus, 25
to 30 per cent of them do not own their own automobiles.
· F. Leo Goff, Director of Housing, realizes this is a
problem, but stated that the problem is not severe.
Goff, the housing department and the Resident Life
.Board of Directors (RLBOD) are hoping that next quarter
they will be able to offer to the dorm student a variety of
different type programs.
Of the students that live on campus, Goff estimated half
of them go home on the weekends. The campus is lonely
place, Goff admitted, and on the weekend the housing ·
director said "the campus is pretty much the same as a
morgue."
The (RLBOD) which concists of resident stude.nts, Goff,
Dean of Men Paul McQuilk in an Assistant Dean of Women
Paiila Galberry presented 3 or 4 different programs this fall ,
quarter and next quarter they hope to be able to offer
more. Parties were often offered for the students evening
entertainment and the Village Center sponsored weekend ··
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entertainment.
Next quarter RLBOD will try to make several trips to off
campus locations. A trip ·to Walt Disney World is being
planned as well as afternoon trips to the local malls.
"For all practical purposes we are a commuter school,"
Goff stated. "and it is this that often hampers student
participation in the different offered activities."
Goff also feels that when the education complex is
completed it will help in the planning of the activities.
According to Goff, the complex will serve as a place to ·
organize the events as . well as being able to house a large
number of students. This, Goff said, will draw a bigger
crowd to the planned events and will tum out a larger
participation.
The final problem· that Goff and RLBOD faces is how to
accomodate those dorm students who do not go home
during the break in classes. These students cannot stay on
campus. There is no food service during this time and the
dorms will be closed.
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The Future has three ways
for you tO make money
wirilter quarter.
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2. Typesetting Personnel- Operate•

Compuwriter 1v,

12 hom• a week from 6-10 p.m. Must type 50 wmd• per minute.

PAY

m

$2.20 an hour.

~
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~

3. Advertising Sales P.ersonnel- Good

~

PAY

~

$125 per quaTter plus 15% sales commission.

To hear more abo_ut these employment opportunities,
stop by the Future office in the Art Complex.
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FI'U PRESIDENT CHARLES
featured quest at the Time
Wednesday.
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Students still
By ANN BARRY

~shoot for June 'graduation

Staff Writer

that most students "shoot for iune"
and prefer spring quarter exercises ..

Fall ·quarter graduation for 400
seniors and graduate students will be
held at 7 p.m., Dec. io at Winter Park
High School (WPHA). Guest speaker
will be Dr. Richard V. Moore,
chancellor of Bethune-Cookman
College in Daytona Beach.
The number of bachelor of arts
graduates for fall, winter and summer
quarters contrast greatly to those of
spring quarter. Last year, fall '75, 270
stu dents graduated. Winter '7 5 the
number of graduates was 256 while in
winter '76, 295 graduated. Summer
'76 saw 343 graduate s with the
preceding year's count at 308.
In contrast, sprlng '76 graduates
were 7 89 in ·number anc;I in spring '7 5,
612 students graduated. These
statistics strengthen, the assumption

Students graduate with their class.
Spring ' 'g' rao 'u 'ation. reflects
"normality" in a student who has
taken an average load for the
necessary four years. Logically, the
greater number of spring graduates
can be attributed to the greater
number of regu lar students who start
college in fall afeter high school
graduation in the spring and acquire
credits at an average pace.
Graduate excerises in other
quarters usually consist of students
who started college in an off quarter
(not fall), those who have taken
excessive hours each quarter, students
that receive d credits through Clep
examinations or have been involved in
the Time Shortened Degree Program,
students attending summer quarters

Notre Dame offers
program to women
Florida wo'men interested
in
environmental heaJth science and who
pack the proper credential~ are
eligible for a 12 week "career
facilitation training" at the University
of Notre Dame.
Sponsored
by the National
Science Foundation, women with
degrees in science or engineering who
have be en out of school for not Jess
than two years or more than 15 years
and are not currently employed in ·
their field
are eligible for the
program.
The
Regional Environmental
Training <md
Research Program
(RETRO) is designed for women who
wish to change their career to
environmental health science. "There
aren't many women in this field,"
said Dr. John Paul Hartman, chairman
of FTU's department of c ivil
engineering and
environmental
sciences. The women will be expected
to enter and complete a graduate
training program after completion of
the 12 week course.
'
No tuition will be charged for the
training programs,
which arc
scheduled to begin Jan. 17, 1977;
May 30, 1977; and Jan . 16, 1978. A
total of 48 women nationwide will be
selected for the RETRO program,
with 12 women attending one of the
four, 12-wcck increments.
A woman must have received her
bachelor's o r master's degree in
b io logy, ch emistry, computer science,
engineering, mathematics or a re lated
area of science and will be selected
mainly , on
the basis of her
undergraduate records and apparent
ability to successfully complete a
graduate program in environmental
heaJth and engineering.
Notre Dame officials expect the

and other who have had to make up
hours before they graduate. Cases of
these students waiting for spring to
graduate when they could do so at a
previous quarter are very rare.
Spriiig quarter commencement is
not
advantageous from
an
employment outlook. Industries and
other areas of teh job market have a
larger list of graduates to review for
recruitment at this time, according to
W.
Dan Chapman, registrar and
chairman of the commencement
committee.
Winter Park High is one of three
sites in the Oriando area with the
capacity for the number of peopte
attending graduation ceremonies. The
. other two sites are the Orlando
Municipal Auditorium and U1e Naval
Training Centei; Field House. At this
time,
the Orlando
Municipal

. R&Ye rep1ar
medical c:heck-apa~
Give Heart Fund . .-~ · ·:

Ame-rican Heart Association·

retraining for women to be extremely
attractive
as
employment
opportunities in the environmental
health field are excellent. Dr. Lloyd
H. Ketchum, Jr., project director at
Notre
Dame,
said conservative
estimates of the projected demand for
such professionals are far higher than
the number of graduates being turned
out today. He added that women
currently comprise a very small
fraction of that total
Women · interested in further
information should conta c t Hartman
at
the
Department of Civil
Engineering arrd Environmental
Sciences, FTU, Orlando, 275-2841.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE
Send $1 .00 f o r your up-to-date,
1 9 2-page, m ail o rder catal o g.
11 9 26 Santa Mon ica Bl vd.
Los A n geles, Ca. 9 0 025
O r iginal research also avai lable.

--------------------------Enclosed Is $1 .00.

f.,

Auditorium is closed for renovation
and the use of the NavaJ Training
Center,
according to Chapman
involves high cost of setting up
equipment and chairs.
Some
complaints have been
received
concern_ing college

graduation being held at a .high school
facility but, Chaprrian said, NNothing
much can be done." Starting next
quart.yr, winter '77, ceremonies are
p lanncd 'to be held in FTU' s
education complex. Spring graduation
may take place in the reflecting pond.

A MOUNTAIN SHOP IN FLORIDA??
YOU BETTER BELIEVE IT!!
FOR TOP QUALITY GEAR
FR I E N DL Y SER V ICE
HELPFUL ADVICE

PLOT YOUR COURSE A N D HIKE OVER T O

TH&

WEID.o~J~~,
"iE~t: iuu~
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLIERS
BACKPACKING - LIGHTWEIGHT CAMPING - CANOEING

.1426 LAKE DRIVE, COCOA, FLORIDA 32922
P.HON E 632-3070

The
Teachings
of
'Jose Cuervo.
(as excerpted from Chapter 27 of The Book.)

P lease rush the catalog to:

Name _ _,__
Add re s s - --

_

_ _ _ _ __
- -- - -- -

C i t y _ _ __ __

S t a t e - - -- --

_ _ _ __

Zip _

_

HAVE
YOUR PERSONAL AIRLINE

_

Yes, Chapter 27, wherein it says that Jose Cuervo is not only the
original, since 1795, supreme, premium, ultimate white tequila. But,
goes on to say that Jose Cuervo, as the ultimate, is also the ultimate
mixer.
As a true test, simply pick one from
Column A and one from Column B.

learn to fly
FASTEST AND SAFEST ,WAY OF TRAVEL
FOR PLEASURE AND BUSINESS.

MICKEYS.
AVIATION SERVICE, INC
At ·Maguire Airport

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY FLIGHT'....$5.00
Rentals; charter service; private. commer_ciaJ; multi-engine and in'strument flight
instruction·.

CALL 656-6583 or 656-1586

\::• .

· 1:4.

ts.
·1 6.

· .l'J>
rs·.·
' 1920.
~1.
JOSECUERVO"' TEQUILA 80 PROOF. IMPORTED AND BOTILE D BY ©1976 HEUBLEIN, INC.. HARTFORD, CONN .

i
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SAT, ACT mandatory

SUS adopts _n ew testi:llg requirements
By LISA FERGUSON
Staff Writer

The Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT) and the American College Test
(ACT) are quickly becoming facts of
educational life. This year for the first
time, all students wishing to enter a
school in the State University System
(SUS) must take either the SAT or
the ACT and score in the top 40 per
cent.
To be admitted to a state
university in Florida, a student must
score at least 800 out of 1600 on the
SAT, with no lower than a 400 in
either the verbal or math areas. On
the ACT, a student must score 19 or
· higher out of a possible 36. Last year,
more than 31,000 Florida students
took these tests, and this year the
number is expected to skyrocket.
Why? Last spring the state
legislature agreed not to fund the

Fiorida State Wide Twelfth Grade
Test (FTG) again, which was one .of
the -most popular yardsticks used in
admissions. (Orange County funded
the tests this year because it needed
the data from the scores to complete
a study it was conducting.) The Board
of Regen ts (BOR) and State
Education Commissioner Ralph
Turlington substituted the ACT and
STAT for the FTG.
FTU REgistrar W. Dan Chapman
said the FTG was cheaper per student
to take. The FTG cost the legislature
$80,172; students must pay $7.50 to
take the ACT, $7.25 to take the SAT.
Chapman also said he prefers the
ACT to the SAT, because it is broken
down into natural and social science,
in addition to verbal and math areas.
The ACT most closely resembles the
FTG. The SAT covers only verbal and
mathematical abilities.

Chapman said, "The tests are a
necessary evil, but they serve a useful
purpose." He said the test scores are
listed in a student's advisement
folder, and assist advisers in helping
students decide which courses to
take. "These tests are accurate in
more than 90 per cent of the cases,"
he said, "although no one can devise a
test that is 100 per cent accurate."
1n addition to the- college en trance
exam scores, a student must have a
high school diploma, and ,;,ust have a
C average in all adademic subjects
taken from the ninth grade through
the twelfth grade.
James B. Parrish, director of
admissions at the University of
Florida (UF) said a student's
academic record is thymost important
single factor in considering
applications, but college entrance
exam scores are very important for

freshmen. Parrish said UF is now
under selected admissions-more
students meet the minimum
requirements than they are able to
accept-so now UF selects students
who have a strong academic record.
For a transfer student, things are a
little different, Parrish said. Two
things are considered when a transfer
student applies for admission: the
amount of college work completed,
and the quality of the work. The less
work completed, the heavier the test
scores weigh in
considering
applications, Parrish said. For
example, if a student is transferring as
a sophomore, the scores are more
important than if a student is
transferring as a _s enior.
Area guidance counselors agree
that more students will be taking the

Plan to drop out? Transfer?
53 per cent at FTU will
by LISA Ff'.RGUSO'.'·

.

Staff Writer

Forty-seven per cent of the
students enrolled at FTU will earn a
degree in the next four to six years,
according to Dr. Dan Coleman,
director of fnstitutional Research.
What about the other 53 per cent?
They will either drop out or transfer
to another institution.
Why?
A
1972 investigation
conducted by
the Office of
Institutional Research revealed that a
majority of the students who dropped
out say they accepted full-time
t.'111ployment, or did not have enough
money to continue their education.
Coleman said about one-tllird of
the students who did not graduate
transferred to another institution.
Many of the students who transferred
said they had ·planned initially to
transfer, or needed courses that were
not offered by FTU.
Ralph
Boston, director of
Admissiens, said· services offered by
the
Development Center help
students stay at FTU. According to
Boston if a student has an emotional
or mental problem, he can find help
there.
The Developmental Center offers
five main services to FTU students.
Students have the opportunity to talk
with counselors in private about any
type of problem. An occupational
library is provided students to get an
idea of what jobs are available in their
field. If a student wan ts to improve
his vocabulary, reading speed, or
study habits, the center offers a
program in reading and study skills.
This service is also designed to help
students preparing for the Graduate
Record Examination (GRE), Law
School Admission Test (LSAT),

~~~~)- -ih~ll:;:echAt~~:=~~~srog~=~

helps students with articulation,
stuttering and dialect problems. The
bio-feedback program is used along
with the counseling. It is designed to
help s.ti.tdents gain control of
nervousness and tenseness, by making
them more aware of their emotions.
The Developmental Center serves
about 2,800 students each quarter,
according to Dr. Dan R. Walton,
assistant director. "No institution can
meet the needs of all its students,"
said Houston.

leav!utF~~.el'

ACT and SAT since the FTG is no
longer offered.
Edith Barden, junior class
guidance counselor at Winter Park
High School, said, "We don't have to
emphasize the entrance exams much
because students realize the need for
taking them." Mrs. Barden said she
and
the scruor class guidance
counselor met with the juruors earlier
this year and explaine; the whole
testing program-the SAT, ACT,
PSA T, and the Armed Forces test.
Tim Conry, guidance counselor at
Apopka High School, said because the
FTG is no longer offered, he is
making sure students know they must
now take the ACT or SAT. Conry
said he goes to all the English classes
each year and explains the testing
program.

Close
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interviewed by the Dean of Men or
the Dean of Women. An effort is
made to find out why the student is
leaving, · and perhaps to prevent him
from leaving if the problem can be
solved, · according to Boston.
Coleman said FTU's ratio of
advisors to students has improved
retention rates. In most institutions,
there are about 250 students for
every adviser. According to Coleman
at FT.U, there are about 200 students
for every adviser.

with convenient Saturday drive-in- banking

~
ComBank/Uni~nPark .
~
9541 Eas1 Coton1al D rov e• Orlando. Fl o rida

......

Teleph o ne. 305 / 273-6000

members Id l e

Olhcr ComBanks in: Apopka / Casselberry I FaiNill• I Longwood I Pine Castle I Winter Park
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Nexus Can Shed
5Qme -L ight

on Things.

JOHN SEXTON'S

LSAT
PREPARATION CENTER
I

CONTINUA·LLY UPDATED CURRICULUM
reflecting changes in the -LSAT. ·
SUPERIOR FACULTY 0-f attorneys and
educators 'with years ·o f experience with the '
LSAT.
SPECIALIZED INSTRUCTION offering intensive preparation by 'teams of experts _in
each part of. the ex~mination.
UNIQU~
CURRICULUM involving a _substantive plan for attacking each question-type.
COUNSELING for law school admissions by our
staff at no extra charge.
BEFORE DECIDING,
CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR BROCHURE.
Tampa - 1401 N. Westshore Blvd.
Suite 111, 33607, ei2-7006

A phone call to the
Nexus information line
can be illuminating.
By diMing 275-2255,
you can hear a tape
recording telling you, well,

Nexus Tape
Number

a I mo st everything you
always wanted to know
about any of 26 subjects.
When the Centralized
Services clerk answers, just
tell him the number of the
tape you want to hear.

Nexus Tape
Number

Subject

101

lntramurals and
Recreation

113

102
103
104

Using the Library
Student Health Service
Getting the Hang of
Add· Drop
Village Center Services
If You Think You're

114

Citshlng Checks on

111

105
106

Pregnant

107

campus
101
109
110
111
112

Finding Out About
Financial Aid
Checking Out Athletic
Equipment
The University Police
Department
Students-Got A
Grievance?
The Developmental Cnt.

Transcript
115
116

Taking CLEP Tests
Withholding of Student

117

Student Health service
Extended Benefits
Out-of·State Tuition and
Obtaining Residency
Sportsrnan•s Club
Thinking About an
Abortion?
Birth Control
Detecting v.o.
Student Housing
If Vou'Ve Been Raped
Nexus
Student Government
Weekly Advisory

Records

119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126

~.

®

•
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Subject

The Office of Veter~n
Affalrs 1
Requesting Your
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FTU lifts enrollment cap;
little change anti_cipat~d
Although enrollment caps have been abolished, new
students applying to the. university in coming years may
have more difficulty getting accepted -because of the
Enrollment caps have been lifted for the winter quarter,
termination of the Florida 12th Grade Test, except for a
but a high-ranking FTU official does not anticipate the
special test for Orange Co. residents.
action to have much effect on campus.
·
Previously, applicants were required to have a 'C'
Dr. John R. Bolte, associate vice president for academic
average in high school as well as a .minimum score of 300 on
affairs, said the total number of students placed on. deferred
the 12th grade test. However, new students outside. of
status for the fall quarter was less than 200, and all of these
Orange Co. will be required to take either the SAT or ACT
students received final acceptance in time for registration.
college entrance examination s.
He said f the foreseeable future there will be no more
A. minimum score of 800 on the SAT or 19 on the ACT
limits in the total number of students affendmg FTU.
will be required for -registration· and acceptance to the
Application deadline for new studeqts who wanted to
university.
register for the winter quarter was last Monday.
Residents of Orange Co. however, w_ill be offered a
Bolte anticipated there would be less students on
special version of the o ld 12th_grade test this fall. Students
campus next quarter than there were <;luring the fall,
mu st receive a score of at least 3.00 on th.is test before they
although no projected figures were available.
·
can be considered for application to FTU.
The Bolte added that this is not unu sual, as typically
Transfer students from other universities with less than
there are less students enrolled in winter quarters than the
90 quarter hours (60 semester hours) of credit will be
prededing fall quarters.
·
required to meet the same requirements as incoming
If the level of enrollment decreased for a number of
freshman. Those with 90 or more quarter hours transferring
consecutive quarters, Bolte said a reduction of class
to FTU must have a minimum 'C' average· in all college_
offerings could result, as a lower number of students would , work.
.
not requi.J:e as many c lasses as the present situation.
· Ralph Boston, director of adm issions, said the Florida
"This in turn would mean fewer adjunct faculty would
Community College/University Parallel Associate of Arts
be employed and could result in a reduction ithe heavy
(AA) degree norqially qualifies a student for admission to
teaching loads currently carried by the faculty," he added.
FTU.

YOU ARE INV.ITED
TO

HOPE LUTHERA.N CHURCH
2600 N.

By BILL PIEPER

De~n

Rd.

staff Writer

9: 15 a.m. Sunday-Family Christian Education Hour ·
10:30 a.m. Sunday-Worship ·
Lance A. Netland, Pastor, 678-2011
Member United Campus Ministry Team, FTU

671-5902

wllJlam dovhey

.Antiqut & Custom
REFINISHrNG
M e t i c u I o- u s w or k · - reasonable
rates - pickup &~elivery .
·

4775 Seminole Ave., Goldenrod
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New- classes listed
for winter quarter

-

Two new courses, Medieval and · _confused with the interpersonal
communication course which deals
Early
Modern Philosophy, and
with the methods of communication
Mysticism, will be offered in the
between individuals or groups.
winter quarter.
Conversly,
intrapersonal
Dr.
Husain Kassim~ assistant
communication involves the inner
professor of Humanities, and Dr.
image or concept a person has of
Stephen B. Levensohn professor of
himself. Said Wycoff, "The purpose
Humanities, will be the principle ·
of a
co _u rse
in
intrapersonal
instructors for
the
courses .
Levensohn, who has done extensive , communication is to provide the .
student
with
a
means
for more
wor~
in medie:val Christian and
accu.rately identifying his frames of
Jewish philosophy, will teach the first
reference necessary for effective
half of PHI 302, and Kassim, who has
self-expression."
·
worked on Ghazali in the · Middle
The course will include lectures
Ages, Bradley and others in the
and
exercises
to
convey
concepts,
modern period, will teach the second
films., and speech and writing·
half of the course.
assignments. Wycoff said he is hoping
REL 477 will deal with religious
for. a class of 25 students.
and personal mysticism, some of the
great Christian and Jewish mystics
and mystical writing. There are no
prereq u.isites for either of these

courses.
The
Department
of
Communication is offering for the
first time COM 491, intra-personal·
communication
self
'improvement.
The
in structor, Dr. Edward
Wycoff, says the course is not to be

SHAKLEE PRODUCTS

()~ganic & Natural FOOD
SUPPLEMENTS · for product
-or iob CALL- 876-3593

·STAN S. SILBERSTEIN

-wANTED_!!!
Male subiects to participate
in a Naval Training Center
Experiment.
Earn $10 for taking part in
iust one session!
See Barb Li 1ndle.y in the Psychology
Depa·rtment, ADMN 124.
for further details.

····-·-·········-

TYES - Merry Christmas! Have a good break. ·
God bless you all!
·
MERRY CHRISTMAS FTU.

Bu tterflys fly south for the wintet,,
sometimes they - stay for good: Love
BENNY.
I

H3ppy Holidays to and from Kenny, Benny,
Karen, Petra, Cliff, and Sid.
.

f?'

·%

May Christ's blessing's be- with you during
Christmas and the holiday season. The spirit
of charity and love for your . fellow man js
needed not only at this time, but throughout
the year.
Merry Christmas, Kim
Love Kenny
P.S. I'~ staying in Orlando.
Deb come on down and see ·me! Leo.
Merry Christmas Jon. Love Ann.
MERRY CHRISTMAS TO:
Rich Walsh
Jolm Kelly and
SG Senators
Merry Christmas to the sisters and pledges of
-Sen·. Marjorie Hard
Alpha Chi Omega - Love, The Alpha Chi
Angel.
· Diane - Merry Xmas! Big Bro., Russ.
Merry Christmas to the Brother.s of Lambda
Chi Alpha . Love Gore.

Merry Christmas Al, Ann, Anne, Barry,
erry Christmas Arla, and the best of New Bernal, Carrie, Dale, Darla, Dee, Fred, Fred,
Years. Love always, Bill.
Gail," Jane, Jody, Kerry, Leo, Linda, Lisa,
Mark, Myron, Rich, and Sharon. Good Luck,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY JB, Love Marjorie.
and God Bless .you always. Bill.
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Energy shortage
causes problems
By BILL PIEPER
Staff Writer

c

,,

Although the Arab boycott of oil
to -the United States ended over two
years ago, FTU still has an energy
crisis, the clirector of the Physical
Plant said recently.
R.N. Peruf, the p lant's director:,
said one of the main problems is a
human one; people on campus leave
lights on in empty classrooms and
buildings, wasting energy and
resources.
Another problem is that the air
conditioning and heating units in
many buildings are left running
throughout the day when their use is
aetually necessary only at certain
times to maintain a
certain
temperature.
Richard V. Neuhaus, ·assistant
director of the plant, estimated that
between two and three per cent of
the energy presently consumed could
be save.ct if fndivid uals exercised
greater concern in turning off
unn eeded
lights and
uging
temperature control units to a lesser
degree.
Peruf said there have been
numerous attei:npts at making
individuals on can1pus more conscious
of energy consumption, including
having the campus police leave
messages for the last l?erson in a room
to tum tbe lights out before he leaves.
Despite
wasted
energy,
conservation in this area has increased
markedly. Neuhaus said . energy
consumption has been reduced by a t
least 25 per cent since October 1973.
He ventured that energy ·savings may
actually be as high as 30-35 per cent.
Based on studies, natural gas
consumption for the University has
decreased by 5.9 per cent. The study
measured gas consumption during
October 1973 and the same month in
1976. Neuhaus stated the true
conservation rate of natural gas,
taking the campus' physical growth
into consideration, is about 30 per
cent.
-savings in electricity consumption
have been similar, Neuhaus revealed.
AlthO\Jgh energy consumption has

gone down on campus, Peruf said the
increased cost of electricity makes
energy Tegulation very important.
Certain lighting standards must be
maintained because of government
regulation, Neuhaus said, but certain
areas around campus; such as
hallways in buildings, can operate
sufficiently on reduced lighting,
which would save more energy.
He added different buildings need
more e lectricity and a ir conditioning
than others. For · example, the
Biological Sciences building needs
more air conclitioning than others
because of the nature of many
scientific experiments which require
close clinlatic regulation.
Recently, Peruf and the Physical .
Plant have received approval for a
new system that will increase the
plant's regulation of energy use
around campus. He expected the new
system to be installe;in the near
future.
The system will control air
conditioning units in the builclings
around campus by computer, Peruf
said, The computers will turn the
units on or off in order to maintain a
constant balance of temperature, thus
elinlinating the need to leave the units
running all the time. '
Peruf said the system, which will
cost about $200,000. shou ld pay for
itself in about two-and-one-half years.
Neuhaus said he would be happy if
the system's initial cost could be met
as late as four years from now,
because of tl1e anticipated energy
savings.

Sentinel offers
intern program
The Or!and'o Sentinel Star is in the
process of recruiting students for
their summer
l<;/77 internship
program. Students interested in
working at the newspaper are asked
to submit five of their best clippings,
if they l;lave writing samples available,
an application and a two-page letter
outlining their interest in journalism.
Fur further information contact
Dr.
Fred
Fed l er
in
the
department at

These two books
are different .
. _Pricewise.
They're both used texts
with . the same number of
pages a.nd words, but one was
sold in a bookstore and the
other
in the Student
Government Book Exchange
75 cents cheaper.
Each
quarter the Exchange allows
FTU students to buy and sell
their . used books - at pr.ices

they set themselves.
The Ex_change may not
have every title you need or
the price you de~ire, and yoµ
may not find a buyer for
every book you want to sell.
But the price you may get in
the SG textbook market
makes it worth your ~hile
giving the Exchange a visit.

Used books accepted -for Exchange Dec. 6 tnrough
10 and sold Jan. 6 through 14, 1977. Redeem unsold
books Jan. 17 through 21. The Exchange is open 9
a.m . to 4 p.m. daily and 5 to 7:30 p.m . Mondays and
Wednesdays in the Student Governmer; t C e ntralized
Services Office, VC 219 ..

Photo by Fred Sommer

ALTHOUGH
PHY.SICAL PLANT
DIRECTOR R. N. Peruf said the energy

crisis poses a prob'lem at FTU, the library is
!?till lit up quite heavily at night.

yu .. ~!
Final Exa111 Week
Breakfast Special
Home Fried Potatoes
Frizzled Ham
Hot Oanlsh
Eggs (2} Any Style

All for $1.29

°Village Center Cafeteri~

The Snack Bar will open Monday Dec. 6th thru

Homecomingrule
defeats purpose
The Village Center Board, while making plans for FTU's
"homecoming", decided to change entry ·requirements for
queen candidates.
Last year, the board charged a $5 entry fee. This year,
the fee has been dropped, and organizations must get 250
signatures on a petition to enter a candidate.
Pat Hightower, assistant program director, said the VC
Board changed entry requirements in an effort to increase
student participation in homecoming activities and enable
greater victory . margins for homecoming queens. Increased
student participation, she explained, would come from the
sheer number of students who would have to s~gn the
petition.
However, we believe requiring 250 signatures will limit
participation rather than encourage it. It has been our
observation that students, in general, do not like to sign
documents that do not directly affect them. This attitude is
enhanced by the practice of some instructors of warning
students agains.t readily supplying signatures, Social Security
numbers and other personal information . .
Such student ·a ttitudes could give large organizations an
unfair advantage over small cries since those who are likely
to sign the petitions are most likely to be close friends of
the candidate or petitioner.
.
Ms. Hightower said another reason for requiring 250
signatures is to limit the number of candidates. This would
tend to insure a greater victory margin for the winning
candidate, she. explained.
However, experience has shown that most participants in
home coming activities are those sponsoring queen
candidates, and ·most participation revolves around the
election process and entering the candidate in the parade.
Consequently, any policies which limit the number of
candidates may limit homecoming involvement.
We feel the inherent risks in requiring 250 signatures to
qualify for homecoming queen candidacy outweigh the
possible benefits. Though vote margins may not be as great,
far more persons are likely to participate in the
homecoming celebration when an ·abundant supply of
candidates exist.
We recommend the VC Board reconsider their decision,
and either reduce the number of signatures required or
return to the old system.
·

Use Capitol Outlay ._
for fewer pr~jects
The controversy over
how
to
spend
Capital
Outlay Funds has not yet
been resolved.
Present plans formulated
by the Ad Hoc Committee
for Student .Activity and
Service Facilities call for the
expansion of Village Center
. (VC)
facilities,
land
develo'pment . for Greek
Housing, and building a
St.udent
Health
Service/Developmental
Ce .nter/allied
Health
Complex. FTU President
Charles N. Miilican said the
absolute
necessity
of
· moving the bookstore from
the Library Building will
require including
new
bookstore within the VC
exp'.u.lsion project.

a

However,
Student
Government representatives
have
complained
the ·
additional burden of the
bookstore and the Capital
Outlay Fund distribution
will make it impossible to
adequately expand VC
facilities. Other criticisms of
the distribution have arisen
from the Student Health
Service and vc.
We believe much of the
problem may stem from
trying to finance too many
projects with i<he funds
avialable.
Spreading the money
too thin will only result in a
series of ·facilities which
may be inadequate either
by th!=!ir completion or
when ·enrollment increases.
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Cash, gift selection·
equally distressing
By DALE DUNLAP
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Sports Editor

At last another Christmas is approac hing in Florida. The te mpe rature is falling
to a frigid 60 degrees, the folk s are clearing ou the aluminum Christmas tre e,
and a s u sual the r e is no mone y in my wallet to s p end on gifts.
Funny how those greenbacks slip right through your finger s and into those
NCR 1600s just before you plan to buy that Hamilton Be ach Butter-Up Popper
for Mom. I had this problem so many times that my mothe r is ready for my
gifts on Christmas Day. She knows it will either be a pot-holder on special from
Zayre's or a book on how to feed your family of four on $16 a day that sold for
$16 from Walden's.
For a while I decided that spending money on gifts is ridiculous. Why spend
all the money you have accumulated to get your through school when you can
show your family you love them just as much by creating your own gifts. One
Christmas I looked in my piggy bank and saw only 26 pennies and a -French
franc. I wasn't sure if Eckerd Drugs would take a franc and 26 ce nts for their
Vega-matic. So I decided that making my own present would be great. All I
needed was the skill to make it because the materials would be cheap, if not
free . The only problem is I have no aptitude or ski!L
I proved this fact later when I presented my Mommy with a ceramic turkey.
Turkey! It looked more like a robin red breast with a goiter. And Mom, always
the tactful one says, "OOOhh how nice. What is it?" Broken-hearted and sad I
made the decision that 1 would never make anything again.
Next Christmas season I took a more practical route. By using little sheets of
paper I wrote down things like ucar wash" or "vacuumingn to provide
household services for the family. These sheets of paper were carefully placed in
a glass container, encased in pretty Christmas wrappings and give n to the family
on Christmas Day.
My mother was botn stunned and surprised . She wondered where I came up
with such a thoroughly origina l idea. All I cou ld ·say was that I wanted to put in
a little help around the house to show my appreciation. What really happened,
though, was that I _was again flat broke. My mother, after being so thrilled by
my gift, soon found out that it wasn't a good idea.
One day I was called to wash clothes and promptly used too mu.ch soap
powder. My dads jockey shorts must have floated for blocks before I cou ld
catch them. While vacuuming on another occasion 1 acc idently sucked up my
mom's custom made drapes. While trying to extrac t them ·1 slipped and broke
my dad's favorite clock. My mother then suggested I take up safer things like
driving in a deomolition derby.
For years I have wrestled with what I should do. I'm still poor as ever and yet
CluistJ<Jas is quickly approaching. An idea came to me as f was walking through
Public the other day. I think it came to me· in the frozen foods section.
I opted to tell Mom and the rest of my· folks how much I love them for all
that they have done for me and explain my f.inancial woes to the m. But, I would
tell them that they mean very mu c h to me and I hope some day to be able to
provide them with the gifts they so richly deserve. I would a lways want my
family to know that, although I don't write or call them, I still think of them
often and am warmed and humbled in knowing they are always there if I need
them. They are somethirig very special and are probably the only
non-commercl'alizcd commodity in the world these days.
Mom, Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
P.S.-Send money quick.

BUSINIJSS STAFF: Linda Achee; Darla Kinney
Th e Future is published weekly fall, winter and spring, and biweekly
in the summer at Florida Technological University by President f:!har!es
N. Millican. It is written and edited by stude nts for the university
community, with offices in tile Art Co mplex on Libra Drive.
.
Complaints may be addressed to th e editor-in-chief and appealed to

theT!';;~i~!/:::/f;c~J!:"o~i~~:i-;:r:,~:~~~~P~;~~':)saforn~ulated

by tne ·
editor-in-chief and the editorial board, and no_t _nece.ssar1ly th_at of the
>FTU administration. Oth er comment is th e opinion of the writer alon e.
This public document was promulgated at an annual cost of $ 46, 983,
o r 2 0. 4 cents per copy to inform the FTU community of related n e ws,.
anno un cem e nts and activities. A nnual advertising revenue of $20,457
defrayed 4 3.5 p er cent of this annual cost.
Mailing address: P.O. B o x 25000, Orlando, Florida ~281 6. E n tered a s
third class mail in the U,S. Post Office at Orlando, Florula.

Vandals, graffiti tribute to authors
Editor,
It is a sad s tate o f affairs whe n

suppose dly ' adult' college s tud e nts
have to sto op t o childish vand a lism. I
a m sp e aking in re fe re nce to . so m e
graffiti tha t was painte d on the
p o rta ble to ile t by t he park ing lot
unde r constru c tio n. Not o nly is
vandalism child ish , but also again st
-·
t h e la w .
Le ts hope th at the stru c ture didn ' t

be long to the pe r son(s) who saw fit
to try out the ir arti stic skills on it . .
The things found writte n the re do
not r e flect upon the peo ple it was
writte n abo ut, but up o n the writer s
(whoe ver they m ay be). I sin cer e ly
hope th a t it gives the m a s m a ll thrill
t o rid e by an d see th e lovely wor k
they h ave d o n e. It is a tri bute to
the m a!L
K a th_y Kre iling

Ads shock .parent,
objects to content .
Editor,
This is the first "lefter to an
editor" I have ever written but after
reading tl1e last edition I received I
· feel moved to comment on a few
-things
that have perturbed me
greatly.
It is true that I am only a parent,
and an older one at that, but some of
the values that some of us were
taught should still be adhered to.
Actually, the editorials and other
articles in your publication are very
fine, but what I am referring to are .
the ads. An .ad, or notice, to attend a
gay get-together or whatever, leaves
me cold, and· yes, a little shocked.
Also, it is necessary to advertise
spirits (you'll excuse the expression)
in a student publication?
Rome wasn't built in one day, nor
did it fall in one day, but we are
aware of one or more of the causes of
it's decline, and I believe it was on
account of ·the morals and the
debauchery which is so preva:lent
today.
Name Withheld

Deadlines
f,etters to the editor--3 p .,, •.
Monday: display a11d classified
ad1•ertisi11g--4 p.111. Monday;
editorial--Tuesday noon.
The Future welcomes letters
bearing the writer's signature,
phone number (if there is one)
and . address. Letters should be
typed and as brief as possible.
Name s may be withheld upon
reque st. 711e Future re serves the
right to e dit letters to mee t space
re quireme nts.
Classified ra trs:
Off
campus--50 ce11ts per linr;
stiidrnts--25 cents per line. (27
characters per line.) .Display rates
available on request.

BSU: ·Facing proble1ns
at a. :!£lJ.ite university
Staff Writer

Although the Black Student Union (BSU) is made up of
and represents a minority on FTU's campus, the
organization has overcome many obstacles, growing
stronger each year, to established itself as a unique group
which not only serves the black students at FTU, but
provides important services to all the University's students.
When asked what disadvantages the BSU faces on a
predominantly white campus, John Stover, president of the
BSU, admitted that there were a few. Primarily, the
university itself must meet the needs of the students as a
whole which limits the extent to which it can meet the
specific needs of any one group, Stover said.
on a social level, Stover said the university provides no
entertainment that would appeal to black students in the
way of music Of speakers.
Stover claimed the BSU, because it is so specialized in
the type of Students it represents, they did not receive
financing from Student Government (SG) and Student
Organizations sources. Presently, the BSU receives some
_funds from the Extemporaneous and Adaptive Committee,
one ·of the SG accounts for specific activities, and has also
been alloted $3,000 by the Village Center (VC) for Black
Awareness Week, beginning April 3.
. Stover related that a survey was taken at the beginning of
fall quarter which asked students their general feelings
concerning FTU. The results, he said, were not glowing and

the survey is used only in general conversations with the
Administration.
Stover said, however, that the black
students
are .
exposed to a very good school-.system here.
The BSU tries to play the rol_e of SG to the black
students on campus, meeting their specific needs which
often differ from those of the total student body. Stover
said the BSU is attempting to work closer with the VC,
Student Organizations and the FTU Administration to
bridge the wide gap of student interests.
BSU's activities this year will have included a Halloween
Masquerade Party ; a Thanksgivmg Can Food Drive which
Stover concluded to be successful and featured a $2 fee
party at the New York Times Disco which 225 pea.Pie
attended; a Dec. 1 thru Dec. 22 Christmas Tpy Drive
climaxed by a party Dec. 19 where the admission price will
be one or more toys; an Awards Dinn"r on Jan. 21 given in
appreciation for those who have given service· to the black
community in Orlando and black students at FTU; Black
History Week beginning February 6; Black Awareness Week
beginning April 3; and their ~nual Spring Ba.IL
The BSU was established at FTU in 1969 and presently
has 17 8 members, some of° which are white. Recruitment
and applications of new members. is not, interestingly .
enough, color oriented. All students a.re accepted into the
organization if they so desire, but senate and executive
positions must be elected and committee positions ·are
appointed.

IRENR AND GENEVA POSTON are sisters, majoring
in Business Administration and both belong to the Black
Student Union..
· ·
.

·Is Your Shaver Bidden in the

Drawer or Someplace Because
II Doesn't Work?

Con.serving tax dollars

SUS commended by Askew
By BARRY BRADLEY
Staff Writer

The State University System
(SUS) h;>s been commended for its
'efforts in conserving tax dollars by
Gov. Reubin Askew.
In a rei;olution adopted by Askew
and his cabinet, Askew said, "the
increasing costs of state government
and the recent slow down in Florida's
economy make it imperative that the
stste 'improve its management
practices. .. "
·
The resolution cited specifically,
the CLEP Program which allowed
students to earn almost 16,000
quarter hours or credit durin&
1974-75. This meant that nearly $4
million in state funds and about $1.5
million in student fees did not have

to be paid.
Askew said intensified efforts to
increase .the level of summer
enrollment has given Flori<;la one of
the highest summer enrollments ·in
the nation. This enables better ~se of
the university facilities wh~ch is a
further savings of money.
The resolution also cited the
. Boa.rd of Regents · _(BOR) for its .
efforts in cutting administrati'!e costs
which have saved the state "several
hundred thousand dollars."
Dr. Charles N. Millican, FTU
president said, "FTU deeply
appreciates this commendation from
the Florida Cabinet. FTU has
continually searched for ways to
reduce administrative overhead and
costs.n
Millican , said elimination of•

non-essential heating, cooling and
lighting ~uring the night hours and
on weekends, has · resulted in
significant savings to the university.
Millican also cited a three per cent
drop in the number of computer ·
reports, as well as continued
improvement in the computer
registration which has reduced
on-line computer· time and resulted· in
additional savings.
The FTU catalog has also been
streamlined which saved the
university about 100 pages when
compared to the 1974-75 catalog.
This change alone said Millican
resulted in a savings of over $10,000
in catalog and printing costs for the
university.

B.ring it to:.

A.B.C. ELECRIC SHAVER REPAIR
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We stock parts and heads for most razo~s .
Acros8 the street from Barney's Steakhouse
1.620 East Colonial Drive 896-91.61

--------~---------------Clean, Oil; · Adjust All Razors Only $3.95
10% off with this coupon

Ifyou're looking for a challenge at

FTO

thenyou're looking
forAnny ROTC.·
·Learn what it takes to lead!

Call:
Martin Stanton at Z73-3 l 48
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Attractions, nightspots
plan Christ1nas festivities
By ARLA FILKO
Associate Editor

~w:~~ ;::~~in~f ~:~g a K~~~~
opening Dec. 1 7 to the perennial
comic Bob Hope who will appear in
the m ;w 5,000 seat Atlantis Theatre
at Sea World, holiday entertainment
around Central Florida looks festive
enough to keep students busy
through the N ew Year.
Sea World, which unveiled the
latest atrraction to lts complex - the
Atlantis Theater -- the day after
Than)<sgiving with entertainer Bill
Cosby, is featuring comedian Bob
Hope in two concerts Dec. 28 and
29. Buddy Rich and his·orcliestra will
appear with Hope beginning Dec. 29
and continue through the New Year
in the Atlantis Theater, whlch is also
equipped for ·waterski and boat
shows. The entertainment attraction
will light its 40(}.foot skytower Dec.
12 making it the world's tallest
Christmas tree.
Walt Disney World's (WDW) Magic
Kingdom along with the Lake Buena
Vista shopping village is offering a
plethora of holiday events. Beginning
Dec. 18 actor Joseph Campanella will
narrate the Christmas story while a
procession of 1,000 lighted candles
down WDW's Main Street will initiate
the season. Campanella will appear at
7 p.m. on Dec. 18 and 19.
A Holiday Fantasy Show featuring
Disney characters and park mu sicians
will take place in front of Cinderella'sCastle Dec. 20· through the 31 at 4
p.m. , 5:30 p.m. and 7 p.m.
In Tomorrowland the rock group
"Starbuck" will appear in concert
Dec. 20 through the 31 excep-t the
24.
The Top of the World supper club
at the top of the Contemporary
Hotel will present Lynn Anderson
Dec. 20 through the 31 and Roger
Williams beginning New Year's.
In the Village Lounge in · the Lake
Buena Vista complex orl!;anist Dick

Hyman will e ntertain from Dec. 20
through the New Year. There is no
cover charge.
Fireworks will be displayed . as
u sual in the park every night at 10
p.m. except Dec. 24.
Ro s ie O'Grady's Good Time
Emporium On West Church Street
will feature its regular performers·
through the holiday s and will charge
regula r ·admission. The latest a ddition
to Rosie's - Apple Annie's - will
feature a
trio called "Mother's
Choice." Admission to Rosie's will be
$5 per person on New Year's Eve,
Once Upon a Stage dinner theater
at
3376 Edgewa ter Drive is
presenting the musical comedy
"Guys and Dolls" through Dec. 26.
Another musical "Dames at Sea" will
open Dec. 28 and run through the
end of January. New Year's Eve will
feature a live band, full course
dinner, show, party favors and
champagne for $55 per co uple. The
The regular show is $ 10.50 · per
person, but FTU students can
purchase tickets through Student
Government's (SG)
Centralized
Services office for $7.50 and $8
depending on the evening chosen.
Shows run every night except
Mondays.
Kilroy's will continue its disco
·entert'!inment through the· holidays
anp
is offering party favors,
champagne and breakfast for $25 per
couple New Year's Eve.
' At Steak and Ale north, folk singer
· Tim Coons will apQear .in the
res ta uran t
lounge through the
holidays. Jack Baumgargner on organ
accompanied by a female vocalist will
appear at the Steak and Ale south
through New Year's.
"Wind, u
a three-piece musical
group that plays music from the
forties
through
contemporary
numbers will appear in the London
Broil located in the Sheraton Twin
Towers.
The Maitland Civ_~c Center will

present Jack Drummond and his
orchestra, a
1940's musical
presentation, New Year' s Eve from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. Admission is $12.50
per person and reservations are
required.
In addition to "King Kong," the
$24 million camp film version of a 40
ft. tall adolescent ape, will open at
the Plaza Rocking Chair Twin
Theater at Colonial Plaza Shopping
Center Dec. 1 7. Other holid ay films
include "Silver Steeak," "In Search
of Noah's Ark," and uEnforcer."
" Enforcer" stars C lint Eastwood as
cop Dirty Harry and will open Dec.
23 at the Interstate Six Theaters in
Altamonte Springs and the week
before Christmas at the Orange
Blossom Twin Theater.
"In Search. of Noah's Ark" is a
do cumentary and opens Dec. 23 at
the Interstate Six Theater number
four.
·
"Silver . Streak" is a comedy
starring Gene Wilder, Jill Clayborn
and Richard Pryor. lt opens Dec. 22
at the Semoran Cinema. ·
Another film co1nbing the talents
of father-daughter team Ryan and
Tatum O'Neal, "Nichelodeon," will
open Dec. 13 at the Parkwood
Cinema. Ryan plays an unsuccessfu l
attorney who becomes. a film
director, while Tatum is a child who
gets rich renting . rattlesnakes and
ostriches to the studios.
Yet another remake, this $6
million effort on the ·part of Barbra
Streisand and
Kris Kristofferson
called "A Star is Born," will open in
the new cinema located in the
Orlando Fashion Square. The film is
a
rock
music version of the
Hollywood melodrama.
Tickets to the Eastern Federal,
Florida State and Wometco theaters
can be purchased at a discount to
students through SG from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. weekdays and 5 to 7:30 p.m.
Mondays and Wednesdays.

Practical items make favorite ~
Aside from the usual cosmetics, after shaves and
candy, Central Floridians ,;.,;ll choose from a wide
variety of items for Christmas gifts for their loves ones
this holiday season.
Depending on the item and who it is for, the price
range for potential Christmas gifts stretches from 50
cents to well over $150.
Practical items, such as pots and pans, glassware and
dish sets, are traditionally good sellers. But because of
the rise of technology and the · increasingly fertile
imagination of the American businessman, new
utilitarian gin items are finding popularity,.
Examples of those new products are various coffee
systems, such as Mr: Coffee, which make brewing easier.
There are· a:lso items to make .french fries, cookies and
simplify _the process of cooking hamburgers.
Citizen. band radios, a popular gift item last
Christmas, promise to be even more succe·s sful this
season. Television sets and standlll'd radio receiver-s
should also sell well.
A much sought after item for both. men and women
is blow dryers for !;lair, ranging in price from $11 to
$25.
For sports enthusiasts there is a variety of gift ideas.
One item that is registerinl!; a tremendous growth in

popularity lately is warm-up suits for joggers and those
involved in other sports, amateur or professional.
Tennis suits, rackets and other accessories are also
very popular. Fishing and camping gear are also available
for those so interested.
For those interested in indoor recreational activities
there is a wide variety of products and gift ideas. One of
the newest fads that is sweeping the country is the
electronic games played on a TV set. Variations of ping
pong, tennis and other games can be played on these
units, ranging in price in .some stores from $49 to $99.
First, there was the pet rock. Now there is the pet
candle. Direct to customers from Coral Gables, a Pet
~andle, Inc., has . developed a candle which _comes
complete with a set of operating instructions to train
the pet candle to sit up, stand, light up and fly.
For as little as $1.50, the candle can be sent to the
customer all postpaid. Of course, the candle comes in
two other sizes: medium at· a cost of $ 2. 7 5 and the large
size for $3.95.
And, as if pet rocks and candles were not enough, a
.Menlo Park, Calif., firm has a new gadget for the
conscientious meditator. The Medi-timer sells for
$14.95 and is advertised ••.a device which will provide
"a . smooth'!'r transiiion trom deep meditation to _

Organizations ·m ake holiday plans
Editor-In-Chief

Special activities planned during the Christmas break by
FTU clubs and organizations range from a afree concert to
a "rent-a-Santa Claus" service.
The free concert, which will be presente d by the FTU
Symphony Orchestra, is scheduled for 7: 30 p.m. Sunday in
the Winter Park High School Auditorium.
The Music Department will also sponsor the 2nd annual
Madrigal Dinner Festival Scheduled for Dec. 10 and 11 at
7: 30 p.m. in the Multipurpose Ro<>m, the festival will
feature "singing, dancing and dinner served in the manner
of the Renaissance Age.''
According to Mickey Well~, a spokesman for the Music
Department, the dinner will include Yorkshire pudding,
roast prime of beef au jus, glazed carrots, a relish tray, hot
bread, flaming plum pudding and hot tea or coffee.
Reservations for the dinner, which cost $7,75 per person,
should be made through Ms. Wells in the Music
Department.
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Other musical holiday presentations include Christmas
caroling by two sororities. The Tyes will carol for the Medic·
Home H ealth Center of Orlando the 2nd ·week of
December. They will also ring bells for the Salvation Army
at area malls the 2nd and 3rd weeks. Delta Delta Delta
sorority plans to sing carols in · the Children's Ward at
Winter Park HospitaL
The 2nd Annual FTU Christmas Ball which will be held
tomorrow at 9 p.m. in the World Inn at Interstate 4 and
33rd Street is open to anyone in the Greek system.
Sponsored by the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity, admission
is $5 per coup le . Semi formal dress is suggested.
Any group desiring a personal visit by Santa Claus and
his elves may rent. one from Alpha Tau Omega (ATO)
fraternity, Dec. 13-25. According to an ATO spokesman,
the fraternity will supply one '~brother" dressed as Santa
Claus, another dressed as a boy elf and a "little sister"
dressed as a girl elf.
·
Anyone interested in renting a Santa Claus can do so
through the Orlando Muscular Distrophy association _or
ATO at 678-7449.

DATE

EVENT

Dec. 3

ZT A Christmas dance
Tyes Christmas party

Dec. 4

PKE Christmas party
Tyes Human Relations booth
LX:A 2nd annual FTU Christmas Ball - semi-formal

D ec. 5

Dec. 10
Dec. 11

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

17
18
26-'29
31

DDD Casino party - fund raising project for American
Cancer Society
DDD P_ine Party
FTU Symphony Orchestra Concert
2nd annual Madrigal Dinner Festival
· ATO Buccaneer Ball- fund raising project for
Muscular Dystrophy
ZTA luncheon with alumnae
SX Alumna Christmas party
2nd annual Madrigal Dinner Festival
LXA bachelor party
SX C luistmas party
APO National Convention
LXA New Year's Eve party
SX New Yea,r's Eve party

6p.m.,a
Winter

7:30 p.
audito
7:30 p.
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Do-it-yourself Christmas gifts
express goodUJill inexpensively
By ANN BARRY
Staff Writer

Did you ever think friends and relatives could be
expensive? If not, then think of Christmas gift
giving because the Yule tide season of love is
murder on the checkbook!
But don't despair. Instead, try your skills at fast,
simple, uncomplicated crafts that not only
produce marvellous and beautiful Christmas gifts,
but don't deplete your bank account.
It's time to look up "ye ole craftshop" (or
perhaps the five-and-dime store is more your
Style).

Use these days before Christmas to make
a gift for thos e who .are special to you.
Your· bank a c count will probably still
exist, and that will make it a "Merry
Christmas" for you!
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The better of these home-made . gift ideas
include decorative quilling, unique handrr1ade
ashtrays or dolls, table centerpieces, plant pot
decorations, baskets for baked goods, foot stoo ls,
personalized Christmas tree ornaments, Nativity
scene characters and dri ed flower arrangements.
The .classic gift for those with a long list of
people to remember this season (and who n eed to
spre ad their money thinly), is a Christmas tree
ornament.
Painted wood carvings, small
patchworked boxes or oval "Legs" stocking
containers make attractive ornaments. Or pin
sequins to styrofoam balls, or stuff felt pieces and
then decorate them as dolls or Christmas
character-s. Just add a looped string l:o any of these
and the re you have an ornament.

[fts-

2.

To make Nativity Scene figures, you will need
sorne pre starched fabric, four-inch Styrofoam balls
for heads, oneoinch Styrofoam balls for hands,
one-quarter inch balls for noses, straight pins,
ten-ounce soft drink bottles for bodies, 16-gauge
wire, fake fur for hair or beards, braid or other
trims, white glue spray sealer, facial tissue paper,
plaster, paste 'and acrylic paints. To form the head"
of each figure, roll the cent!!r of the four-inch ball
· halfway around along the edge ofa table to indent
it and form the cheeks. Press the top half of the ball
flat for the forehead by rolling the ball again and
applying pressure. Cut the one-<}uarter inch ball
into fourths. Compress one section to form the
nose and pin it directly on the shelf formed for the
cheeks. Cut a square piece of the pre-starched
fabric large enough to' cover ball, wet it and center
it over the nose. Pin it closely around the nose with
eight to 12 small pins, making sure the pins do not
protrude. Wet the hands and smooth the fabric
into the face-groove, holding the edges down with
the pins. For the hands, cut the one-inch ball in
half, knotch each piece to form the thumb and
: then score finger lines with the scissors. Cut two
circles (one for each hand) of pre-starched fabric
twice the diameter of the hand, wet and cover each
hand. Wise Men require beards; a strip of fake fur,
pinned into place, will do the trick. Brush and style
the beard, then apply a coat of gesso plaster over
the head and beard. For other characters, such as
the Madonna, put the fur on the head where
appr.opriate, allowing it to dry completely. Then
.cut a whole in its bottom and p.i:ess it hard onto a
bottleneck. When making the hole for the head of
the Madonna, make it a little closer to the chin
seetion so her head will be bowed. To make the
torso, wrap the cc;:nter of a 13-inch length of
16-gauge wire around' the bottleneck and twist
them together tightly in back. Wrap each arm
loosely with facial tissue paper leaving one inch of.
wire uncovered for attaching the hands. (Bend
arms down to sides and curve the Madonna's arms
to hold the baby.) Start draping the figure by
cutting a seven-inch b y three-inch strip · of
pre-starched fabric. Dampen the fabric in waf:er
and drape it on the front of the bottle while
•turning the edges under for the hem. For the robe,
cut a 12-inch by 18-inch piece of pre-starched
fabric, dampen, then drape it around the bottle to
make folds. Turn the bottom hem under also. Cut
· two four-inch by four-inch pieces of fabric for
sleeves. Dampen the fabric and drape it around the
arms, making a small hole in the end of each hand
where it will be attached .to the arm. Place some
glue on the wire at the ends of the arms and insert
the hands over the wire, again tuming under the
hem. Use your imagination in draping and then
painting the figures to make the infant Jesus,
shepherds, lambs, the Wise Men, Madonna and '
angels.
.
The making of decorative ashtrays from plastic
resin is a popular craft. The procedure is easy and
the results are beautiful and distinctive. Plastic
resin can be bought at a craft shop. Glass or plastic
containers are used as molds and then broken when
- the resin has hardened. Anything or everything
may be embedded in the resin while it is soft to
decorate the ashtray which - make excellent
personalized gifts. ·
Christmas centerpieces add co lor and
atmosphere to every home. Pop bottles, decorated
as d;,llas, are usu'!-llY charming. Fill any bottle
half-full of sand and atta.ch a styrofoam ball on top
with glue (pushing the ball down overneck of t~e
bottle). Pull a sock over the form, then blu~ yarn m
place for the hair,_and piec~s of cloth for clothes .
Some creative choices are girl dolls, a Santa Claus,
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·Quil~ing ·patterns
charicatures of friends, and other novel ideas.
Centerpieces made of qried flowers make great
gifts. Silica. Gel, chemical crystals available at the
florist, can be used over and over again to dry
flowers if baked between uses. Spread the crystals
on the b0ttom of a tupperware container. Place the
.flowers inside and sprinkle more crystals
(tenderly) onto the petals. Cover the contents so it ·
is as airtight as possible and let dry for three to five
days, checking occasionally to be sure the flowers
do not become too brittle. The flowers can be
placed in glassjiµs or arranged as a ·bouquet for an
attractive and permanent floral centerpiece.
Small stools of unfinished wood are inexpensive
to buy, fun to paint, lacquer or upholster, and are
good gifts. They too can be individualized.
Baked goods iµe a welcome gift in this season of
parties. Sweet tri;ats spread a lot of cheer. Arld a
little class to your batch of homemade cookies by
serving them in a basket of woven bread dough that
is baked and finished with lacquer. You will need
all-purpose flour, salt, an egg, a rolling pin, a knife,
a mixing bowl, a measuring cup, a large spoon, a
loaf pan, a cookie sheet, shortening, a pastry brush,
a paintbrush and high gloss varnish. Add
one-and-ond half cups of salt to one-and-three
quarters cups of warm water. Stir until partially
dissoveed, then add four cups of flour. Stir until
thoroughly mixed, then place the dough on a
lightly floured
surface and knead for
approxi.rnately two minutes. Grease the 9utside of
a loaf pan and place it upside down on a:'greased
cookie sheet. Roll the dough O!J a lightly floured
surface to one quarter inch thickness. Cut into
strips approximately one-and-one quarter inch
wide. Place three strips along the length of the pan.
Now, place five strips crosswise, weaving them
alternately ofer and under the lengthwise strips.
Moisten the strips with a few drops of water at each
point where strips cross and press lightly with your
f'mgers to seal the pieces together. One long strip
must be woven through the pieces along sides of
the pan. Place . the top of the strip approximately
one-and-one half inch from the bottom of the pan
and weave it completely around the pan. Cut off
any uneven edges at the top of the pan. To make a
twisted edge along the top, roll two pieces of
dougli between your palms to make two long
cylindrical pieces. TWist them together and place
them along the edge of the lo>!-f pan, moistening the
strips befo~e attaching the twist. Beat an egg and.

with the pastry orusn, paint woven stnps with the .
beaten egg . Bake- in a 350-degrcesoven for an hour
or until the basket is golden brown. Remove the
basket from the oven and let it cool un ti! it can be
handled. Lift the basket off the pan and brush the
inside with the beaten egg and return it to the oven
for 15 minutes or until the inside of basket is
brown. After the basket has cooled, apply three
. coats of · varnish allowing the varnish to dry
. completely between coats.
Quilling is basically rolling construction paper in
loose circles and then gluing them in place on a
backing page to prod-uce a picture. You need paper
in both deep and fig-ht colors, a tooth pick and
white glue that dries clear.
The rolled paper is shaped into thirteen
different patterns. Pattern No. 1 is made in a tight
circle, glued at one end and held tightly in place as
the glue dries. No. 13 is started with a short loop,
then loops are continued around the f'irst loop
(glueing at the bottom each time) until a petal ·
shape is formed. No. 2 is a loosely rolled circle, No.
3 pinched at one end, No. 4 at both ends. No. 5 is
pinched in two places, at the top and at the
bottom. No. 7 is pinched into a square shape and
No. 8 is pinched at both ends, then pushea tightly
toward the center. Rolls nine through 11 have their
curls arranged to the outs.ide, inside, vertically and
horizontally . To make a Geranium flower, pattern
No. 6 is used. It is rqlled and pinched at the top.
Quilling paper for Ge.i;a,.uum petals is cut 1/4 the
length of a strip of cons'truction paper. ·After you _
have rolled several, lay them flat on the wax paper
and begin glueing them together. When the first
layer of pieces is the size desired, begin g lueing
seconq pieces for the second layer, placing them at
angeles - some almost standing on end. Next, glue
two pieces together, and hold until the glue is
almost dry . When pry, add a third piece and glue in
place. Make several of these (as many as you need
for your pattern). Glue these pieces on as the final
'layer and your cluster is complete. ARrange arid
glue the Geraniums onto burlap where it can be
· backed by some fabric and framed.
Use these. days before Christmas to make a gift
for those who are special to yo u. Your bank
account will probably still exist, and that will make
it a "Merry Christmas" for you!

Becoming millionaire rates as main goal
of local businessm_a n-potter-instructor
,

By ANN BARRY
Staff Writer

"I plan to be a millionaire by the age
of 45 and am ahead of schedule now,"
gloats Stephan J epson of Geneva, a
nationally renowned ceramist and art
teacher at FTU.
Pottery making is not the · classic
method but Jepson, whose career by
no means i:ese mbles that of the
traditional aesthetic (and often poor)
artist, has built up a business, fame for
his hand-made· pottery and a bank
account.
Jepson holds that he produces "a
fine handmade product that the
0

0

fs ~~d~a~;~~~::! ~~·;::s~c: :~~~:

made to serve a utilitarian purpo se.
However, the functional aspect of a
piece is elaborated on to produce a
highly · decorative art piece. He
produces great . quantities of pottery
with the aid ofa couple a ssistants and
hi s wife, Martha. Jepson stated that he
produces the "largest volume of such
high quality material of anyon e I
· know."
A Jepson-made "Dome Jar" is
presently displayed at
th e
Smithsonian Institute, Washington,
D.C. as a .winner of a national award
competition hosting some two
thousand art works. Jepsorl was one of
72 awarded artists. His pottery was
then purchased by the Institute.
Jepson stated that he was very
horiored and pleased by this.
Jepson's pottery has also woo. ·
awards at most of the art shows across
the nation in cities su ch as Chicago,
New York, Kansas City and at the
Wiriter Park Art Festival.
"Art shows were originally my
primary ·so urce of bu siness," . reiated
Jepson, "but now I deal mostly with
large wholesale accounts." Many
accounts were picked up at the art
festivals in which he participated. Of
late, Jepson says he has been weeding
out his atte ndance at the smaller art
shows and devoting his attention only
to the big money fairs. These he
attends more for the bvyer contacts
than the awards. Jepson stated that for
the he attains other business"Qy simply
showing his wares to prospective
wholesale buyers and they place their
order.
Jepson is from Sioux City, Iowa and
has worked with pottery since I 965.
He now runs one of the largest pottery
businesses in the country, selling

Photo by Bernat Schootey.

STEPHAN JEPSON,
NATIONALLY RENOWNED
CE_R AMIST and adjunct art instructor at FTU paints another
addition to his pottery collection at his home in Geneva 14 miles northeast of the university.
·
·

approximate ly 10,000 pieces a year.
He sells pottery ware in th e finest
stores across the nation including the
state of Hawaii. His sales are most
extensive in the Northeast (New York)
and the Midwest (Chicago) sections of
the United States. Two N ew York
accounts are the George - Jenson gift
shop and Macy's.
Floridians, however, need not travel
so far for Jepson's high quality
pottery. Jepson sells for re tail prices at
his "Happy Palms" s tudio on SR 46
jus t outside of Geneva. The studio
features a display room for the public.
Strangely enough, Jepson mused,
pcopl'o in this area have easy acces to
Jepson pottery items, but his sale rate
in this area does not compare to that
of other areas. Jepson presently carries
a little business at the Creative Art
Work Shop in Winter Park and his
pottery will soon be on sale at
Robinson's Depaitmen t stores.
Jepson attributes his success to hard
work and planning. H e gets up early
and works late, making pottery for
· least eight or 10 hours a day. In
expanding his . sales he has attempted
to be "the first suppling large amounts
of fine pottery. Working for himself
has promoted Jepson .to think of his
time in terms of money. This thought
keeps him from idlene·ss or any bit of
laziness. He feels he works more
smoothly and efficiently now then
when he first started. "I get a return
for my perf()rmance and that is what I
feel is good about the free enterprise
system as opposed to communism,"
J e pson stated. The best a~pect of his
work, according to Je pson, is that he is
doing something he enjoys and is
"making a good living at it."
In addition to his art work Jepson
teaches ceramics (Art 381, 481) at
FTU in evening classes at the Art
Complex. Jepson says he teache s
because he- enjoys it. He describes his
methods of teaching pottery as "very
formal" in that he deals with the basics
of the craft. Jepson related that he no
longer intensely discusses the financial
aspects of pottery making with
students but he feels that "95 per cent
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of the students attend FTU for
economic reasons. u Jepson believes
that their main goal is to obtain a,
"marketable skill."
Holding an unde rgraduate degree in
zoology from Alfred University in
New York, he considered going to
medical school, but instead went on to
achieve a Master of Fine Arts degree in
pottery. He now owns 60 acres of
Florida land and a home on Lake
Harney. Outside of pottery, Jepson
enjoys sailing, bird watching and
traveling. Also, he has developed an
interest in. the Society for Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals (SPGA) and
plans to aid them financially when his
career goal, namely, to be a
"millionaire," has been reached . At
this time, he would like to offer
scholarships to pottery students but
would be personally concerned with
selecting a truly eligible applicant. His
teaching activitie s would no doubt
broaden, Jepson surmised., and he
would attempt to he lp young artists of
his field.
Jepson feels · c onfident that · his
preS<int struggle for economic security
at 45 will be successful. In the next
seven years Or so-; money will continue
to be his top motivation to pottery
making. "I like money in the sense
that it gives me the freedom and power
to do anr. go what and where I want,"
Jepson asserted.

Woody Allen humor. out of place
depi~ting . blacklisting in -'The .Front'
By ARLA FILKO
Associate Editor

"The Front/' a seriocomedy about
a se riou s phenonenon-blacklis ting in
the l 950s-is an unu sual ve hicle for
showcasing the tale nts of comics
Woody Allen and Zero- Mos tel.
But perhaps it is the surreali s ti c,
almost paranoid comedy of Allen that
se rves up so poignantly th e devasting
effects of such a cruel political gam e .

Blacklisting wa~ a cruel game
because it strangled the talents of
all television writers who claimed
the mildest allegiance to or in any
way participated in Communist
activities.
Blacklisting was a c ru el ga m e
because it s trangled th e talents of a ll
television wtite rs who clai m ed th e
mildest allegiance to or in anyway
participated in Co mmunist activities.
Blacksliding drove m any write rs, good
and bad, out of industry and in the
case of one writer, Hecky Brown,
portrayed by Zero Mastel, to commit
s ui cide.
Woody Allen as Howard Prin ce, a
restaurant cashier, beco mes a front
when he begins selling the television
scripts of four writer friend s who were
blacklis ted. His name clean, Prince is
able to act a s a mediator between the
studio producers and the outcast
writers whose generous commissions ·
kept him living in style and making
frequent deposits in the bank.
Befitting his naturally paranoid
nature, Allen plays the innocuous and .

nervous Prince without flaw. But the
_pretense of being a big time te levision
writer soon goes to Prince's head when
he begins de manding that his friend s
rewrite scripts to m ee t his standards.
Zero Mastel as the ill-fate d Hecky
Brown co m es ac ross like an obnoxious
rotund c lown who see ms d es tined
from hi s first appearance to take his
life.
The McCarthy sim of the fifties
make s the era a devas tating and sterile
time not con du ci.ve to produ c ing good
writers, yet this atmosphere which
spurred blackli s ting is not made clear
by "The Front." Allen and Mos tel are
too improbable of chara c ters "to be
convincing in such serious role s and
often fh e jokes and attempts at humor
only serve to undermine the seriou s
theme of the film.
After carry in& out his frontin g for
month s on e nd Prin ce is hauled before
the Hou se Un-American Activ ities
Comm ittee and forced to be a friendly
witn ess. But true to th e life of A llen,
Print:e looses by refusing to cooperate
with the comm ittee and n ame his
friends.
Unlike theater w h e re the actor can
spe ll success or failure for the
production, film is a director's
· medium. Director Martin Ritt, whose
respon si bility is to convey the
unfortunate and tragi c years of
blacklisting fa uks,

Befitting
his .naturally
paranoid nature, Allen plays the
innocuous and nervous Prince
without flaw.

_At first tl1ought a film starring Allen
brings to mind a wealth of one-line
joke s, visual comedy and touches of
pure slaps tick, but "The Front" is no
pla ce for s11ch sillin ess.
A s illy app roach to the scary notion
of blacklis ting see m s to make the
frightening and very rea l s tronghold
on writers from our recent past even
more scary.
-

co· nee."r t 11· cknts
sold on campus
'l:;

Tickets to a con cert by the rock
groups "Kiss'' a nd ''Uriah Heep" · are
being so ld by the Student Governm ent
Ce ntralized Servi ces office .through
De c. 10.
According to Sam Snyder, SG
campu s affairs director, ti cke ts are on
sale $6.50 each for the concert.
Unlike the discount movie tickets
also so ld by the office, the con cert
tickets are being so ld full price, b ut
Snyder said s tudents and faculty
members w ill have the convenience of
purchasing them on cam pu s.
The Centralized Se rvices office is
lo ca ted in th e Village Center room
219, and is open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
weekdays and 5 p.m. to 7: 30 p.m.
Monday s and Wednesdays.

Read
The Fu"fure
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JEPSON'S POTTERY HAS WON AWARDS in art shows
across the nation in cities such as New York, Chicago and
Kansas City. He has also exhibited ·work in the annual Winter
Park Art Festival
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Broadway gamblers
act like schoolboys
By ARLA FILKO
Associate Editor

"LUCK BE A LADY TONIGIIT" si~s Sky Masterson played
by Ernest Bini ·as -he rolls the dice for 10 Gs and eight souls in
the latest musical production "Guys and Dolls" at the Once
Upon A Stage dinner theatre.

'Bicentennial Junk 'A rt' from FTU
selected as public television special
It is not everyday that the private
collection of an FTU faculty m e mber
draws attraction and warrants film
crews from outside the university.
But the collection of "B icentennial
Junk Art" of history professor Dr.
Richard Crepeau is no everyday
collection and this past summer it
was featured as part of an American
Issues Forum T;\T series by Miami' s
WPBT. a Public Broad casting Sta tion.
Beginning w ith a phone ca ll from
Miami in Jun e, Crepeau ' lea rne d that
his 300-odd piece collection of
commo n items, tangible . vestiges of
our 200th birthday, was in demand fo r
the third in a series of te lev is ion sho ws
- conce rning American issues.
Gene
S h eppard, a
television
comme ntator and free lanc.:e w riter,
was flown from N ew York to be
filmed
with various pieces of
Crepeau's co llection, including ·a
Howard
Johnson's tri-corncrcd
children's h at- m e nu , red, white and
blue Superman co mic books and a
Bicentenn ial
kite
with
Be njamin
Franklin smlling on the front.
Alth oug the 60 minu tc prog ram _was
aired only in south r-lorida, Crepeau
was given a videotape of the
produ c tion to share with his s tudents
and frie nds .
Viewing the tape was a treat unto
itseu· as heavy se t, deadpan She ppard
waddled from o ne display to the n ext
holding up einpty ice c ream carton s,
Bicentennial Happy Birthday whoope
hats, Playboy and Hustler magazine
cove rs designed for th e occasion and
eve n a Bi centennia l con traceptive for
the televis io n aud icn ce to see.
In a deep voice the comical
Sheppard exp lained that while some ,
people go to Lin co ln Center to lis te n
to Leonard Be rn s te in others slo p beer
from Bi cente nnial beer cans while
plopped in front of the TV watching a
Bi cen te nnial spe cia l. Thus e veryone
celebrated th e nation's 200th birthday
in his own particular way, all of which
arc legitimate .
"'Oh this is my favorite sec tion ,u
sa id the robust She ppard as h e eyed
the emp ty potato chip bags, popcorn
bo xes,
mustar.d
and
ketchup
containers all bearing so me so rt of red ,
white a nd blue H appy Birthday
America symbo l on them . .
But th e ir is a reason for this
see mingly .inane collection. "This is
what America is a ll about," said
Crepeau in a recent interview: The
commercialization
of
th e
Bicentennial, as he saw.. ir, was
ine vitable and ind eed the very essence
of"the Ameri can way . "
Crepeau began the c olle c tion ~ith
the tri-comered hat-menu s given hi s
children, but the majority-o.f the items
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Stuff Envelopes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
·Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339A
3IO Franklin Street
Boston.Mass. 02110

were con tributed by students ana
friends and . re latives who took an
inte rest in the unique Bice nte nnial
Jun k Art.
After his priceless collection of
Bi ce n t e_nn ia 1 generated
trivia,
including a Declaration Independe n ce
5ho wer curta in , red, w hite and blue
toilet scat and a book e ntitled " Red,
Hot and Blue", an X-rated hi story of
the Ameri can revo lution was film ed

with Sheppard, it was shown to a panel
of about five college his to r y profe ssor s
and one Miami magazine ed itor for
discussion.
One membe r of the panel, Sylvan
Meyer, the e ditor of a Miami magazin e
sa id th e co llection was indi ca tive of
our con sumer throwaway socie ty. " If
it helps u s move closer to celebratin g
our birthday th a n I g u ess tha t' s what
counts. "

Lacking the thorough direction
usual ly given · by David Rovine,
producing manager of Once Upon A
Stage, the current musical comedy
"G u ys and Dolls" by Frank Loe sser
fai ls to measure up to t h e we ll- acted
and well-develope~roductions we
have come to expect rrom the local
dinner theatre.
Set in New York City in 1951, the
three-act play fo llows the efforts of
·Eliza be th Andryszcrzyk as Sarah
· Brown, the beautiful but prudent and
dedi cated Salvation Anny crusader,
who tries to .reform a group of
Broadway gamb le r s;
Miss Andryszcrzyk approaches the
role more as· a co m ed ie nn e than an
actress and h e r fine singing voice
confirms where her strength lies.
Ernest. Bini tends to overact in his
appearance a s Sky Masterson, a
ringleader in the mot ley gang of
gamble rs. He a lso possesses a fine
sing ing voice, but fails to demonstrate
a rowdy eno ug h im age to
t_hrough as a big tim~gambler.

J ohn Davin, a regular actor at the
theater, is excellent in the ra the r
lengthy role of gambler Nathan
Detroit.
Detroit, who has been
engaged to choras girl Ade laide for 14
years, is a mischcvous, appealing
character and Davin carries off the role
convincingly.
The sweetheart of the show, sweet
Adelaide, is played well by Becky
Po hie who does a good job singing" A
Bushel and a Peck," "Take Back Your
· mink" and "Marry the Man Today."
A lth ough the chorus and solo
numbers are handled well by the new
musical director J ames Frederick, and
the cho reography by Patti Haine is
exceptiona l, the ai::ting as a who le fails
to develop the play and project an
ambience of a raucous big c ity
underworld .
The stage design is rather s impli stic
and done effective ly w ith well placed
lighting.
"Guys' and Do.Us" is a mildly
a mu sing a nd somewh at enterta ining
musical that runs daily except
Mondays throug h. Dec. 26 at the
thea te r on E d gew ate r Qrive .
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Peddle. Your Wares
••• In the matketplace

For W

* College-Budget Prices
* Looong Mileage
** No
LowUpkeep
Parking Hassel
* Lots of Fun, too!

HONDA

f Orarige County

6436 E. COLONIAL·DRIVE
PEN TUES. - .S AT. 9-6

11icl1ol1"

alle"I
ROCK•DISCO
THE. LARGEST LIGHTED·
DANCE FLOOR
INT~

SOUTHEAST!

TUESDAY NIGHTS:
FREE ADMISSION
WITH COLLEGE ID'S ·
70 WEST AMELIA AVENUE AT 1-4
DOWNTOWN ORLANDO

S.m i\e\
SG Centtn_llzed.
Se1v1c·es will keep
your plnnts ·
over the holldnys.
There's no place like home for. the holidays, b~t
try telling your.· plants that when they sit in your
empty dorm or· apartment, thirstily wishing they ·
were having a Meuy Christmas too.
.
But this Christmas, for only SO cents. a plant,
Student Government's Centralized Services will
feed and water your -plants, soothe them when
they miss you and fill them with the Yuletide
cheer you can't give them.
Just bring them down to Centralized Services
before December 10.
- Your little growing things need love ·and
protection over the holidays too.
Don't let them spend Christmas alone.

.
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CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

Studenis represented

T :r affie committee formed
A Traffic Appeals Committee has been appointed at
FTU by ,the Vice-President for Business Affairs, John P.
Goree.
The purpose of the' committe e is to tiear appeals from
facu lty. .members . and stude nts who wish to submit
exknuatmg circum_stance s which may have a bearing on the
md1v1du.al non-movmg traffic violation in question.
Those pe rsons who feel that they have · been unfa irly
charge d f'or a no?-moving vi.o la tion mu st fill out a ne cessary
form at the Umvers1ty Police Department. Then the y are
sche duled to appear before the Traffic Appeals Committee .
The committee meets every second and third Tuesday
between 3 p .m. and 4 p.m. in the VC 214.
.·

F RIDAY, DEC. 3
Management In stitute
Campus Ministry
Music Department
Delta Tau De lta pledge class
Aqua Knig hts Scuba Course

8a.m.-No on
10 a.m.-11 a.m.
11 a.m.-5 p.m .
2 p . m.-4 p.m,
7 p.m.-10 p.m.

VCAR
ENGR 138
Multipurpose
VC214
VC200

A chairman, two students, two member s of the fa culty
and two m e mbers of the non-acad emic staf f listen t o each
individual complaint.
After each case is heard, the committee makes a de cision
whether to charge the individual All decisions made by the
committe e are final.
According to James E ller, chairman of the committee in
about half of the cases he ard the charges have b~en
suspe nd e d. "We >re ope n-mind e d, we want to see eve ry one
tre ate d ju stly," said Eller.
The Traffic Appeals Committee a t FTU is the fir s t such
committee in the Florida State University Syste m.

SU NDAY, DEC.5
ZTA

4: 30 p.m.-9 p.m.
6 p.m.-9: 30 p.m.
6 p.m .-10 p.m.
7 p.m.-10 p.m.

TKE
TKE

Gay Student Asso c.

Stud. Org. Lg.
Multipurpose
GCB 115
VC 214

MONDAY , DEC. 6
Campus Ministry

9 a.m.-10 a. m.
Noon-1 p. m.
3 p. m.-4 p.m.
2 p.m.-3 p.m.
2 p.m.-4 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
7 p.m.-11 p. m.
8 p.m.-10p. m.
8 a. m .- ll p.m.
9 p.m.-10 p:m.

VCFavors
BSU
LXA
Tyes .

PKA
APO
Alpha Phi omega

ENGR 13 8
VC200
VCAR
E NGR 109
Stud. Org. Lg.
ADMIN 149
V C2 14
ENGR 359

Photo bY Bernal Schooley

MEMBERS OF THE NEWLY APPOINTED Bobby Oller, Laurie Botts, Jim Eller, Jeanne
traffic committee are (from left to right) Kubicki, Ina Carpenter and Donna Sarbev.
TUE SDAY, D EC. 7
Social Worker Student Assoc.
Ove re ate rs Anonymous
F uture Marke ter' s Club
Pegasu s Ped ale rs
Pegasu s Pi lo t s
Alpha Chi Omega

8a.m. -5 p.m.
9 a.m.-10 a.m.
N oon-1 p.m.
4 p.m.-5 p.il).
6 p. m.-9 p.m.
7: 3 0 p. m. - 10: 3 0 p.m.

VC AR
VC214
GC B 103
Stud . Org. Lg.
LIB
V C2 14

the marketplace
Single water bed with frame, pad
&
everything . Call 2595 or
645-5180.

lfor salel
ACREAGE

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 8
· Campus Minis try
Place m ent USMC Recruit
Graduate St. Comm
Music De partment

9 a.m.- 10 a. m.
10 a. m.- 2 p.m.
4 p.m.-5 p. m.
4 p.rn. -5 p. m .

E NG R 338
Pa tio
GCB 102
v c 200, 2 11 , 2 14

Hid ei- a - way?
Suburban?
Countr y ? We have a va r iety· of
parcels to consider. Some with
. pasture. Som e wooded. Some
with lakefront. Sizes f r om one
acre to 100 acre s. Plea se call
Tom
Ri s her.
671-0078 a fter
hours .

3Ji'516~21tiv"i!3Jgk~~:rt~r

TH UR SDA Y, DEC. 9
Campus Mini stry
Pre profess io n al Med. Soc.
Phi Chi T he ta
Mo th a
Stude nt A cco unting Soc.
Young R e publicans
SG EAS ,mee ting
.
Pi Ka ppa Alpha-Little Si ste rs
Alpha Phi Omega
Mu sic De p artm ent

Waterbed with

9 a. m .-10 a.m .
Noon - 1 p .m .
Noon-1 p.m.
N oon-1 p.m.
Noo n-1 p.m.
12: 30 p. m .- 1: 3 0 p.m .
3 p.m. -4 p.m .
6 p.m. -8 p .m.
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
6p.m.- ll p.m.

ENGR 338
ENGR 336
G CB 110, 11 6
FA206
G CB 224
E NGR 108
VC 211
G CB '102
ENGR 359
v c 200 , 2 11 , 214

~~;l~ell~i'i::eall

. "Get

ped estal f r ame .
~jg'.~%01.4°· but

A-1-' · 3d

Pl a y

Soccer"

'~g~~~r ~iic·~:;s, E£1~~osEfuaff~~~

Clubs & Otganlzatlons
next quarter, have your activities

FOR SALE 678-3324
Double waterbed, frame and
headboard $30 ; stereo tuner
Amp. 65 watts. Allied $45. ;
turntable automatic garrard lab
65 $30.
For Sale. Auto cassette Teac
AC 9
complete
with
pause,
rewind ,
fa stforward
$50.00.
Audiovo x FM converter $15.00.
Inquire Ala faya Tra il Apts . No.
lL.

Winter Park , FL .32792.

1972 Ched'. V~a . 4-speed air
or make

g~n,~'.t~~7le6'78-i8~g-_
HQNDA

500/ 4

1973, 11,000
$699. 00 .

gi7 'i-o 5 53. eel lf!nt ,

g~~i~n $~~gernl~ 0 ~s~~~ ~Tcfo'.

Cwa~teCf
Wanted,

Toy Trains, Lionel,
Flyer,
Marklin,
Fle1sh man and ·other Tinplat.
305/855-0904
after
5
or
weekends.

A~erican

· Information must be turned in by noon on Fridays
to Student Organization.s.
For more information,
st?P by Student Organizations.
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MAITLAND

.A -. .C TION·* ·
0

*

1941

N.

Hwy.

Maitland, Fla.
Flea Market ·

17-92

Located at Maitland

Sa.le Every Wednesd_ay Night
7:00
Furniture, Household Items, All Kinds of Merchand.ise
· vou Name lt--We Sell It
'

D ally Sal~s From 10 a.m . . to 5 e,m.
Need Furniture? Come See .Our Selection -of Good Used
Merchandise.
.
Moving? We B':'y Furniture or Anything of Va1ue
Phone 339-6416

MEET THE KIND OF PEOPLE
YOU LIKE! Choose by seeing a
closed circuit videotape of them
as they talk about themselves,
their likes and dis likes. Private
and confidential-ftnd out more!
Visit
or
call
VIDEO
INTRODUCTIONS of Orlando:
1010 E x ecutive Center Drive
Suite 219.
Phont 894-0053'.
Open Saturdays - Fl RST 15
CALLERS
RECEIVE
DISCOUNT.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
BECOME A COLLEGE CAMPUS
DEALER
.
'5ell
Brand
Name
Stereo
Components at lowest prices:
High profits; NO INVESTMENT
REQU.I RED.
For
details,
contact: FAD Components, Inc. ,
20 Passaic Ave., Fairfield, New
Jersey 07006
Ilene Orlowsky 201-227-.6884

Gibson EBQ electric bass list
$350. asking $200. 423-87!'7.
LAKE PICKETT AREA
5 ' ACRES
country-bridle

lhelp wantedl

Horse

publicized in the Future.

$100/ $,1000 per month. CALL
for appointment ONLY. Phone
855-4816.

p~ths- deeded access to beautiful
p1c~ett.
Over
1000 acres

restricted to homes $13500

To3~5~~s~5'4 ~~~7f6~ge·
671-0078 (Eves.)

C huluota. Owner wi ll sacrifice.
FHA appraised $24, 750. 2 Bdr.,
1 1/z bath, centra I AC/ Heat,
carport, garage , large landscaped
lot. 365-3575.
.
ORANGES $2. 00 Bu.
671-8835 Nea r FTU
Craig AM-FM stereo with 8 track
player-recorder , Ger a rd

Typist-.Experienced
in
all
phases of work. I 8M Selectric
for l?rofessiona I resu Its. Paper
supplied. On campus until noon.
P lease cal l Susie Weiss after 1 :00
at 6 78-3481.
·
ACADEMIC RESEARCH
PAPERS.
Thousands on file. Send $1.00
for your· 192-page, mail order
cata log.
11322
Idaho
Ave.,
206H,
Los
Ar'lgeles,
Calif.
90025. (213) 477-8474.

turntable. . ·and
2 . bookshel·
· speakers
$125
00, Callf
277-3063 _a fter 5:00 p.m.
1967 VW custom bug. Only one
I ike it in Central Florida.
Excellent Cond . 671-4~39.
Small refrigerator! Used 3
months - great .condition! Good
dorm weekend- saver! Only $85.
Call Marty, 273- 1307.

RESEARCH PAPERS
Written, reviSed, typed -- your
notes or mine. Master's .English.
671-8998 .or- 678-7895.
Will , type all material3 . Term
~~~~~~ 2:c. Paper supplied. · Call

6

Schwin continental ten s peed.
Excellent shape. Just rebuilt. 25
inch frame. Contact Scott
Eveland: 3413 Lari at Lane,
Haystacks, Apt. 19. Aft e r 5 .
MGB-72 . E x cellen t co9oition.
41,000 miles, Michelin trves. Top
has new window. $2, 000 - or

a.:;==========================:::!J best offer.

851-2178.

The Great Southern Music Hall
Concert
and
Film
House .
, Part-time
openings
for
concess ion and security. Night
work o·n ly. $2 . 50/hour. Call
. 423-2308 for appointment .

IPersonall
Congratulations, Bill on getting
your B. A. We are really gonna
miss you around the office. The
Future Staff.
Myron, the ole place won't be
the same without you! We only
hope
your
next
business
manager is bursting with talent
and desire and can give us the
BUSINESS like you have! The
Future Staff.

The most effective
crime prevention
device ever invented-

USE
WANTED, couples or individuals
Interested in second or third
income, part-time, in their own
home
earning
from

m~

~

'1!1£1
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Grade-inflation no proble1n
in eyes of ad1ninistrators

Knight's Den sets
holiday schedule

By BILL PIEPER

disorder thereapy, along with related extracurricular
activities.
Dr. Michael D. Taylor, an associate professor of
Grade inflation, a controversial- subject that is viewed as mathematical sciences, thought his students' grades tend to
a problem on college campuses around the country, is not be lower than he cares to have them.
strongly in evidence at FTU, according to various
- He said he uses the standard grading scale, su_ch as 90
. administrators and faculty members.
percent cq uals an "A", 80-89 per cent eq u a ls a "B" ; and so
Grade inflation is a term referring to the situation where forth . He added if the test was too hard he would change
the value of grades decrease, thus allowing higher grades to · the scale to give students the ~nefit of the doubt, or if the
be given for less academic performance.
test is too easy he would scale the test grades downward.
For example, if grade. inflation is present, a student that
Peter Grierson, an assistant professor of accountancy,
once got a "C" for a certain amount of classwork or felt that some subjects are harder than others _by their
percentage on test grades may get a "B" or an "A", nature, and by the level of students in the c lass. He said
depending on the level of inflation.
upper level accounting courses, which often deal with
Jn a survey conducted by the F uture, many of the theory rather than practical subject matter, require more
faculty and administrators questioned denied grade subjective grading.
·
inflation was a problem on campus and agreed that the ·
The rest of the faculty interviewed basically ai,>rced with
issue was greatly exaggerated.
one or more of the procedures or philosophies of Bennett,
"The general role of grade intlation tends to be Taylor or Grierson. None _of them really con sidered grade
overstated by members of the university community as well inflation to be a major problem.
as the general public," sa id Dr. C. B. Gambrell, vice
However, administrators did not deny that there was
president for academic affairs.
grade inflation to a degree on campus. W. D. C ha pman,
He added, "The continued discussion of this topic registrar for the university, said, "I don't think anyone in
neither enhances the quality of educat iona l programs their right mind would dispute that there is grade
offered nor relates to the quality of the graduates."
inflation."
Gambrell also said the Florida Board of Regents' reports
Chapman added nationally there is a greater proportion
indicate that grade inflation h as not been as serious at FTU of higher grades than there once was, but this · is not
as it has been at most universities.
necessarily trui:: of all universities.
Grades for students arc left entirely in the hands of the
He said he has observed that there is a larger percentage
faculty, Gambrell stated. He said instructors determine of students graduating with honors now than there once
their own grading philosophies, styles and procedures was.
without regulation by the administration.
Dr. Paul R. McQuilkin, FTU dean of men, felt i,>radc
Gambrell bclicvccl that if a particular instructor inflation was more of a 'phenomenon' than a problem. He
ex hibited practices promoting t,.>radc inflation. the adverse said the pressure is put upon faculty members indirectly to
publicity surround ing
the , issue woulc! h e lp curb give students high grades so they will get jobs once they
inflationary practicqs.
graduate.
Although there is no direct control over instructors'
He explained that students do not pressure lflstructors
grading preferences, Gambrell said each college and
themselves, but that faculty members do not want to be the
department in the university completes an annual grade
ones to hold their students back from getting jobs or
analysis every fall quarter.
getting into i,>raduate programs.
Of the instructors questioned about grade inflation,
He added there is much competition between students
many had differing outlooks, grading policies and general for higher grades. He said some change sections of a class so
philosophies relative to the grade inflation topic.
they will have a better chance of making a "B".
_
Dr. Gladys H. Bennett, · an associate professor of
Based on study by FTU's department of lnstitutional
communication, believed that students receive U1c grade
Research, Gambrell concluded that although the total
they cam. She said she grades mostly on the basis of essay
percentage of "A"s and ''."J3"s has increased slightly between
tests, and her grading scale reflects how much work and
the fall quarters of 1968 and 1975, the total percentage has
coverage of relevant information students put into the varied from one year to the next.
essays.
Because the percentage totals of higher grades dipped
She said about two-thirds of her students make a "B" or occasionally, U1cn climbed by nearly a percentage point or
·above, but she exp lained that her students arc very involved
more, Gambrell said there was no general trend toward a
with the subject, aud many spend most of their free time at substantia l increase in grade inflation. lnstcad, grade ·
the communicative disorders clinic. ,
inflation seems to have leveled off.
Dr. Bcrmctt specialized in teaching communicative
Staff Writer

The Knight's Den Snack Bar wm operate on an abbreviated schedule
for the month of Dec. 6, 1976 - Jan. 6 , 1977. Hours are as follo.ws:
Dec. 6
7:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
Dec. 7
7:30 a.m.-10 p.m .
Dec. 8
7:30 a.m.-7 p.m.
Dec. 9
11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Dec. 10
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m. ·
The Snack Bar will be closed Dec. 11 and Dec. 12.
·
The week of Dec. 13 through Dec. 17, the Knight's Den will observe
luncheon hours from 11 a.m. until 1:30 p.m.
The Snack Bar will close on Dec. 17 and will reopen Jan. 3.
- Hours for U1c Knight's Den for the first week in January arc a s
follows.
Jan . 3
11 a.m .-1:30 p.m.
Jan. 4
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Jan. 5
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m. ·
Jan. 6
8:30 a.m.-10 p.m.

I .

colleges and universities as Southern
Cal, Harvard and others. The team
has also been awarded wiU1 25
trophies U1is quarter alone. Bt.-ginning
the latter part of January , local
tournament s hosted by Auburn,
Florida and Georgia, will hopefully

FTU's debate
team . will be
competing with 30 other teams in U1c
Southwest
Missouri
State
Championsh.i ps, to be held the first
weekend in January. This will be tl1c
team's lust debate of the winter
quarter.
The debate team consists of 16
students. Captain Pat Jerome heads
the group and the issues primarily
debated this year include "Carrying
Mandatory
Scat
Belts," "TV
Violence," "The Ban on Handguns,"
"Legalization of Marijuana,,, along
with others that' fall under the broad
heading of "Consumer Protection."
An attributing factor in U1c recent
upset at Wake Forest, was that FTU's
top team had been unable to
compete
due
to
unfortunate
circumstances. Even then it was a
close decisien as the second place
team stayed with Dartmouth up to
tlr<! fin al round.
The team's overall success this
year has been outstanding. They have
won 7 5 per cent of their rounds
whilcc
competing against such

prove even
team.

more -rewarding

to the

, According to Jeff Butler, coach of
the team, "This has been our best
year. Our debate team is doing much -

University ViHas
Bdrm.,

1

Bath

m

to further FTU's image . as an
academic institution." FTU's team
has been ranked as one of the top
twenty teams in the country.

0 FF COUPON e:::::as

a~ .

I

GYPSY VILLAGE

m
m

551 HIGHWAY 17-92
SEMINOLE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
CASSELBERRY, FLORIDA 32707
(305) 831-18~2

·m

Debaters to face tourney

s~ 10%

s

&

m

m.

I
9

W House .of!·

I.
I.

ALL TYPES OF BEADS

• llElly DANCING JEWELRY

MACRAME SUPPLIES

• TURQUOISE JEWELRY

m . JEWELRY FINDINGS

• PAPERS _ PIPES

m • UNUSUAL JEWELRY

•

i
I
1m

INCENSE

I CREATE YOUR OWN JEWELRY I
..

s~se=10% OFF COUPON e:::::as

s

s

The CABOOSE hos o Christmo$
gilt for the students ol FTU

Unfurnished-$109 MO.
Furnished--$119 MO.

~~

Within walking distance of
the campus

273-5610

.

· Phone 305/831-8822

,9.~!~~ s!"~~ '!?.~~!::.A~?..~~?NGE ·

.

.

""

·- - ·-

.

Fern Park, Florida 32730

LOCATED NEXT TO JAi-ALAi

~Ult€R ~llll€R
&,

Private Parties Welcome
"Pur.veyors of the finest in
Food, Sp_irits,. and Entertainment"

HEAVY WESTERN BEEF, AND
COCKTAILS SERVED "BY THE POUND"
IN MASON JARS IN THE ATMOSPHERE
OF A BY-GONE ERA. THE FINEST DANCING
AND ENTERT_AINMENT IN CENTRAL . FLORIDA .

-

EMPLOYMENT, Inc.

Many Trainee

P~sitions

p---~-----------------------------------·.

in

• Retail MOilogement
•-Food Management
~Soles

• SI 0,000 per year· &. up
Professional Counsellors will provide you with realistic ·
career guidance.into positions with major national firms .
Call for appointment
·

896-4562

I
I
I
.I

FIRST CLASS PASSAGE
TO

Good For One
FREE DRINK

, With

Expires

Dec. 31, 1976

StudenJ l.D.
~~-

STEAK HOUSE -AND.LOUNGE

.

~-------------~-----------------------~-~
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BRAND MAN OF

With ad 10%discount

_B RAND
ELECTRONICS

"ALL THAT GLITTERS"
Have a SilverChristmas

Announces the opening of his-brand new Baby Brand in
the l.nterstate Mall, Altamonte Springs. To celebra~e. he
offers you at FTU these specials:

affordable designer silver originals

Sanyo front-load cassette with Dolby

2 30

$119.95
TRUE!!
JENSEN - the best car speakers 5Y.." 20 oz. magnets
Co-Ax (woofer & tweeter) $35.00 a pair

18" sterling chains-$8.00

Park
Ave.
644-4246

J

Ji00 il1JllAI @JJi00
Q;1!(1Jll1f

N.

Model RD 4553

$5

$5

$5°0 OFF

· Plus many more opening specials and the best everyday
low prices in Central Fla.

With the purchase of ' 10°0 or more. and-this· coupon.
excluding sale items

BRAND ELECTRONICS
(>rlando Fashion Square

Sf\a.tt.'Wia.Jb

894-0961

Layaway for Christmas ·
(no charge)
Interstate Mall
Instant Finance
Altamonte Springs
Master Charge
830-7382
BankAmericard
Brand Man, champion of low prices

.

.

llSf1>@Q'I'~

gifts. clothing. silver & turquoise jewelry, & paraphernalia.

$5

Orl~uido

Fashion Square

896-3253

$5

TEXAS ·1NSTRuMENTS_
HEWLETT PACKARD
Calculators make super Christmas gifts! TJ.ie complete line available at
low competitive prices. We deliver and demonstrate at your home or office.

OPEN·: 3 p.m. to 8 p.m. Mon. thru Fri. till Christmas.

~ ' INTERNATIONAL CALCULATOR & COMPUTER

ii.!:a

"QUALITY PRODUCTS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES"

Koger Executive Center behind Sears
999 Woodcock Road.Orlando 32803
898-0081

896=1963
2721 (. l0Wn1on

11_ "". . . .

Comlete Line of Floral Services!
Flowbrs

FOR

~.,
- '.~
.

A.LL

0

OCC.ASIONS

0

.

· -·

.

.

· Our Ad is Sman.
We Believe in Big Arrangements
sEMORAN3ci~i'i"L~~~L~~~ Not Big Ads
EASTERN w1NTER

PARK·s
MOST COMPLETE FLORIST

WINTER PARK, FLA. 32789

IITALIAN
DE LUCA'S
I
GROCERY
& DELI

K-Mart Shopping Center
Fern Park, Fla.
831-4041 ,.--

4-49 Hwy. 17-92

Prices goocl 'through Dec.· 31

Broiled Rom
99c

8 Meat Bolls
AU Beel·

1/2 Lb.

~IL3b~

Meat Sauce

Buitoni Macaroni

99c
qt.

Italian Sausage
with Fresh Pork
Butts
99c Lb.

99c

318 Oz. Box
De Luca Cheese
or Meat Ravioli
{Reg. S 1.59)
Sl.19 Box

Store Hours
Mon., Tues. , Wed ., Thurs., & Sat. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
· Friday 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sunday 11 a.m. to S p,m.

P.0.E.

$200

$2795P.0.E.
During our big Fall Clearance Sale the factory is giving us special incentives on the Mizer Coupe and we're
passing the savings on to you! This spunky little Mizer
is loaded with great features inside and out:
"""' front bucket seats Y' smooth 4-speed syncromesh
transmission """' powerful 3-speed heater/defroster
system """' power-assisted front disc brakes """' peppy
1300 cc overhead cam engine """' quick, sporty handling"""' and more! Hurry in now!
Offer expires

Dec. 20, 1976

42h!N··/32~~.. EPA Federal estiniates based on ;,-tandard eng ine and 4-speed manual transmission. Mileage you get may vary depending on how you drive, car condition and
equipment.

rnazca mlZE!r

./

NOTRE DAME, CHICAGO BEARS AND "HUNK"
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LUGGAGE WORLD

Football memoirs in highlight by Heartley "Hunk"
Anderson with Emil Klosinski

. ALOMA SHOPPING CENTER
WINTER PARK
678-7255

A f a sc inating, provocative trip into football history by the man
who helped make it. No punched pulled. Read about the days
when Notre Dame acquired· her mystique ; when the Chicago
Bears were truly the "Monsters of the Midway." An insider's view
of immortals such as Rockne, Thorpe, Ha la s, Gipp, Grange,
Luckman et al.

$5. 7 5 postage paid-.Florida . Sun-Gator Publishing Co.
P.O. Box 365 Oviedo, Fla. 32 55
$5.50 The Little Professor Book Center, Winter Park. .

LUGGAGE
LEATHER GOODS

Join in our
Christmas cheer, have
a nice, cold draft. beer

TRAVEL ACCESSORIES
THE
CHALLENGE

Beer Warehouse
Dtive Thru
1347 West Anderson St.
Orlando, Fla. 32805

Sleeping Bags

-

Back Packs

Freeze Dried Foods
Stoves

Secretarial Services
Manuscripts, Theses,
Reports and Resumes
typed
* [=!easonabl.e Rates*

Climbing Equipment
Boots

Tents

BAGKPACKING ACCESSORIES by······
NORTH

FACE

GERRY

COMPASS INSTRUMENT

SPORTIFF
WOOLRICH

ALPENLITE

831-7274
CAMP TRAILS

For appointment,

~

BACKPACKING SPECIALISTS

THAT'S MY GIRL

·Hairstyles - wash-and-go
at Shear Magic Unisex
Hai~ designs
129 West Fairbanks
Ave.
Winter Park

Discount with Student, Faculty or Staff ID Card ·

SHOP

Inc. ·

Regency Square
Suite 15B
Casselberry, Fla.

~

WIGWAM
OPT I MUS.

2 WAY SPKRS. TURNTABLE

CANNON DALE
PALCO

REG. 5249°0

SVEA

RAICHLE

NOW

Discounts available on special orders.

HIWAY 436 at the GREATER MALL
1 mile east of 17-92
•
ORLANDO, FL (305) 831-7449

SONY
TOP QUALITY

nu

For your Christmas needs
come to
40 WEST BROADWAY
PHONE 365-3035

NITE 67e-2oad

When you think about bikes
for Christmas, think about_
Bill's Bike Center.
'B ill's Orlando Bike
Center
3114 Corrine Dr.
894-5541

m-.---.••.

CM> PIONEER'

MERRY CHRISTMAS,

OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765

NEWEST LINE" OF AMPS
AND AM-FM RECEIVERS
HOOKED UP &ON DISPLAY

s

644-5070

OVIEDO .FLORIS"l

$·1 4•

EUREl<A

SPEAKERS

SUPER TUNER .
KP-500 CAR
STEREO

REG. 5 10000

$139

$39

8" 2 WAY

Per Pair

...............z. 2220B

20 RMS/CHANNEL

REG. s31goo

Introducing Accutrac. The only turntable@

~"e!!:~~o~~~:~t~~~:~.;i~vr~~c;,~~ Yn°~nc:n Demo

order you like, as often as you like,
even skip the ones
you don't like.
We ca11111he Accutrac 4000 And 11 s lhe hn ·
1umtable on the world thal lei s you 1e·arrange
~h~~:~~ing order of a record. 1us1 by pushing

Suppose you wan1 to hear selections 5 . 3 and
7

~~r:;e:fa~r~::~~~h~u!~r7:c~~r::,~ ~e;o~~da~d

d1rec 1s the 1onea1rn to !allow your 1nstruc11ons An

:S:~flJEii~~;:;:~~~;;;;,:,;~;:;,;~; ~;~"n"•·•·

risk sc ra tching a reco1d . or damaging a stylus
As 1l 1ha1 w e1en·1 enough. wow and lluner are down 10 a complele ly
1naud1ble 0 03% W RMS Rumble. - 70 dB (DIN 8) Tracking force. a mere
¥.. g1am And tonearm 1esonance. the ideal 8·10H'z
!:~~;;'e~~'.~ fhl~m.;,i;~;umber al Acculracs 1n lawn A~d nolhing

EA.

tloN r

Now$217

=..-. ·.·.! . ....
,',l\· . "-: ~

•

COMPARABLE PRICES
ON WHOLE MARANTZ LINE

Professional Sales and
installations .
DAILY 9-6. SAT . 9 - 5
Eveni"ngs by Appointment
339 Pa rk Ave . So .. Winter Park. Fl.
Telephone 647-4962
For the Stereo Connoisseur.

d.!> PIONEER
SX.;.1250
AM/ FM sn:1u:o HECEl\"EH

REG. 590000

•ow $

5 •• .

160 WATTS

PER CHANNEL

TOP OF THE LINEI

2 YR. PTS. AND LABOR WARRANTY

eouNDI UNLIMITED II-Fl CARRYI ALMOST
EVERY MAllR BRAND A•D A IUARANTEE.
TO BEAT ANY PRICE IN TIE COBNTRYI
•

ALTEC LANSING

•

SIC

• DUAL
• EMPIRE

·.....•

EPI

IAllllAllHICMI

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

..
..
.

MARANTZ
PIONEER
SCOTCH
SENN HEISER
SONY

• JEN.SEN

• . TOK
· •

.
•

•

1

AND
MANY

SUPERSCOPE
TEAC
KOSS.
SHURE

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED IN SUMMIT PIAZA

OTH~RS -

Prices Good Fri., Sat. & Mon. Only .
Chp thi s ad & bring m wtlh you for the se dea ls

SOUNDS
UNLIMITED HI-Fl
339-5000
10 2 1 EAST HWY 4Jli CASSELBERRY
NLIMITED HI Fl SOUNDS UNLIMI

-

Mon. &Fri. tl to9 ·

r ..... Welf:&Thors. lltoB
Saturdav 10to6

-

--

Cagers split.with
Division I foes ...
By DALE DUNLAP
S p o rt W riter

The FTU basketball team, after
losing to Memphis State University
(MSU) 84-53 last Saturday night,
came back Monday to down a mu·ch
taller University of South Florida
team, 66-57 . T h e split with the two
Division I teams brought the Knight's
record to 2- L
Because of a mix 1,1p by the
airlines, five players and two coaches
left for Memphis on a separate flight
from the rest of the · team. The
remaining players left afterwards, but
were forced to land at Augusta when
fog made land ing at the Atlanta
airport impossible.
Bad weather conditions stranded
the remaining players, forcing the
· Knights to use only the five starters
against MSU.
And even though they quite
literally had no bench, the Kn ights
only trailed the Tigers 38-32 at
halftime. They accomplished this by
slowing their offense down to take
high pcrccn tage shots.
Coach "Torchy" Clark's game
plan was to keep possession of the
basketball, figuring the longer they
were on offense, U1C harder it would
be for MSU to run up the score.
But with only five players in the
game, the Tigc~s' full-court press and
superior s.trcngth wore clown the
Knights.
·
After the MSU game, the tired
- FTU squad traveled to Tampa two
days later to play the University of
South Florida. Coach Clark's game
plan for So u th Florida was .basically
the same as against MSU; keep the
ball as much as possible and use a
tight zone defense.
This the Knights managed to do,
with Lee Riley · and Jerry Prathe r 's
quickness controlling the boards.
Buarcl Bo Clark came through with a
25 points, while Cal Lingelbach
penetrated
the Golden Brahman
defense with accurate passes to his
tcan1matcs.
· Assistant Coach Ray Ridenour,
commenting

on

the

victory

over

South F lorida, said . the coaching
tenacity of Clark and the hard work
of the players during practice
accounted for the victory.
lie also said the 2-3 zone defense
used by the Knights cut off the
passing lanes, down the midd le ,
forcing the Golden Brahmans to take
poor percentage shots ouisidc the
key .
Coach Clark felt the win over
South f'lorida was . the result of an
excellent effort on behalf of the
team, especially after the 31 point
loss to MSU.

but take
opener
89-62
With 16 pomts m the first half and
25 for the game Calvin Lingelbac.!<,
FTU's steady 6 foot 2 guard, led the
Kn ights . with rebounding he lp from
center Lee Riley to an easy 89-62
victory over a helpless and slow
Flagler College squad last Friday.
I:'ro·m the opening tap when Ri ley
found Lingelback for an easy lay-up
the fast-breaking and weaving 1:Tu
. offense baffled the F lagler Saints.
The Knights also kept a tight 2-3
zone defense that did not allow
penetration under the hoop . The
Sa ints thus relied on outside shooting
from 6 foot guard Carl Roberson.
Roberson hit on three hoops i·n the
first seven minutes that kept them
relatively close but he quickly cooled
off and at the halfway point in the
first half FTU had a 26-13 lead.
With 8 minutes left in the half,
guard Bo Clark popped on a 25
footer, despite what otherwise was a
poor shooting night for the 6 foot l
sophomore, which put the Knights up
by 32-15. Clark had to struggle · to
finish the game with 20 points.
- For all intents and pruposes
Flagler was broken on the quickness
of Knights Tyrone Sparrow and
Lingelbach. With 3 minutes left in the
first half Lingelback fed his 6 foot 3
teammate, Sparrow, with the long
- lead pass downcourt and Sparrow
leaped and stuffed it in to give the

Knights a 26 point bulge, 45-19.
Lingelback, not to be outdone,
capped h is first half barrage of 15
footers and lay-u ps with a ' specta lar
move with 1 :20 left from mid-court
and drove the entire half-court area to
gen tly drop in a lay-up . Flagler added
a bucket buf FTU had the half-time
lead at 49-22.
The second half was merely a
repeat of ·the first . FTU using their
superior quickness to get good
percentage shots w h ile the ir defense
either forced a turnover or caused the
Saints to sett e for low percentage
outside shots. Riley, Sparrow, and
Terry Prather took turns on both
boa rds and added points on offense
with agile tap-ins. All three scored in
do u ble figures. The Saints had to rely
on Horace Jefferson and his 16 points
to save face.
Torchy C lark, FTU's fiery head
basketball coach, said following the
contest he was very pleased with the
play Lee Riley, who at 6 foot 4, had
' to p lay center in the absence of
Wilfred Nix who is out with a back
injury and is not expected to return
to action until January.
Riley finished the game with 11
points but more importantly he
added 10 .rcbounds.

TYRONE SPARROW (25, above) follows
Phot o by B ernal S c h oo le y
through as his free throw attempt heads into game with 10 points and four rebounds as
the strings for a one-pointer in the season FTU defeated Flagler 89-62.
opener against Flagler. Sparrow ended the

Heads for California .

V olleyhall team gets needed funds -.
By RICHARD NELSON
Spo rt s Writer

· After losing the opening match to
I:'lagler College, . the FTU Women's
volleyball team rallied back to
cap turc the Regional Intercollegiate
Championship held ' at the University
of Alabama Nov. 18.
Dr. Jack O'Leary, I:'TU Athletic
Director,
said
the
Ath letic
Department will send the team to
Malibu, Calif., from money in their
budget. O'Leary said, "There is no
question that they will go."
The team must reimburse the
l'\.thletic Dept. with money that will
b c raised
through fund raising
projects and
contributions by
businessmen in the area according to
O'Leary .
The Knights will leave for Malibu
· Dec. 6 to compete in the national
tournament,
whe~e
24 teams
representing 12 regions of the
co;mtry will be vying fo; the coveted
national championship trophy.
After losing to Flagler at the
regional tournament, the Knights
were forced to fight their way out of .
the loser's bra eke t.

First, they had to defeat West
Georgia, who had earlibr disposed of
Flagler. The fired up Knights easily
won the match, 15-5, 15-12.
FTU
went on
to defeat
Montevallo College from Alabama,
15-6, 15-7
.
That match ended the regulation
pool play, and the Knights found
themselves seeded No. two behind
undefeated Berry College.
At this point in the tournament
Lucy
McDaniel,
FTU volleyball
coach, was satisfied with the No. 2
seed because it meant the team woulc:I
draw a bye.
·
Next the Knights played Judson
University, and in Coach McDaniel's
own words, "We took them easily,
15-3, 15-11."
But I:'TU's luck was not to
continue as
they
faced still
undefeated Berry College whose
smalle st player in the starting line-up
is 5--11.
The s.m allqr Kn ights were simply
overpowered, as Berry took the
match 15-8, 15-·9. The loss dropped
FTU's tournament record to 3-2.
Another loss would disqualify them

for the national tournament.
With the prospect of a win-or-die
situation facing them the Knights
once again faced West Georgia.
FTU's play was too much for
them to handle, as the Knights won,
15-11, 15-7.
In
the semi-final match, the
Knights came up against Berry
College , who had . to this point
waltzed
through the tournament
without a loss.
•
Coarh McDaniel realized her team
cou ld not overpower Berry, so she
decided to out-think them. The key
to beating Berry was not to try and
out hit them, but to hit the ball
"where they weren,t," according to
Ms. McDaniel
This the Kn ights managed to do.
Even so, they still had a tough time
downing the Berry team in th.r ee
games, 15-9, 3-15, 16-14.
By virtue of their victory over
Berry the Knights had clinched at
least 2nd place in the tournament,
which qualified them for nationals.
The championship match, again
against Berry, was simply played for
the sake of team pride. Once the FTU
players · realized this, beating Berry
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was a simple task, as they \Von 1'5-5,
15-7.
The Knights accomplished this by
hitting dink shots over Be.Fry's block;
by hitting accurate down the line
shots which Berry had left open; and
by ysing off-speed spikes to catch the
Berry defense off balance.
C?ach
McDaniel _credited
freshman Linda Roos for mixing up
tier shots well and "placing the ball
beautifully." Other standouts were .
Kathy Stilwell, Lillian Espejo, and
Sandy Gast who according to Coach
McDaniel "just tore Berry's defense
apart."

Oly1npian Peterson leads ~thletes'
over F ·T u_grapplers in ho1ne op~ner
by JULIE HYATT
Spe c ia l Writer

Olympic Gold Medalist, John Peterson defeated FTU's Ray Barker and
successfully coached h is Athletes "in Act ion squad over t h e FTU grappl.,,rs 23-15
in FTU's initial home wrestling meet Tuesday n ight.

TU Basketball Schedule
Date

Opponent

Dec. 11
Dec. 16
Dec. 19 & 20
Jan. 4
Jan. 5
Jan. 10
Jan. 12
Jan. 15'
Jan. 17
Jan. 19
Jan. 22
Jan. 25
Jan. 29
Jan. 31
Feb. 5
Feb. 7
Feb. 12
Feb. 16
Feb. 19
Feb. 23
Feb. 26

Univ. of Illinois (Chicago)
/
Georgia State University
Lawtcncc College Invitational
Northwood Institute (Mich.)
Missouri Baptist College
Aquinas College
"'Eckerd College
*Rollins College
Flagler College
Upsala Co).lcgc
r-Fiorida Southern College
Georgia State University
*St. Leo E'ollegc
Plorida Memorial College
*Biscayne College
*Eckgd College
*Florida Southern College
*Biscayne College
Flo£ida Institute of Technalogy
*St. Leo College
*Rollins College

,,.D.:O:otes Sunshine State Conference games.

Location
ome
Home
Appleton, Wis.
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
St. Augustine
Home
Lakeland, Fla.
- Atlanta, Georgia
St. Leo
Home
Home
St. Petersburg
Home
Miami
Home
Home
Winter Park

Peterson, ·who wrestled in the 1976 O lympiad in Montrael this past summer
pinned Barker with 1:10 left in the second period.
The FTU Knights had started out the evening strong by taking the opening
two matches. Haruki Kawamuki defeated Mike Whitfield in the 118 weight class
by a score of 10-4. Kawamuk i took down the Ath letes in Action 118 pounder
four times.
Later 126 pounder Scott Sherman took a close 3-2 decision over Dave Red.
After the initial two victories, however; the Athletes in Action grapplers
carnc ·on to take six of the remaining eight matches. FTU won one of the two
matthes by forfeit. Pete Berkery took the forfeit over Carl Daubman .
Gerald Gerglcy, FTU wrestling coach, said after the meet, "we wrc"stled as
best ' we could with the wrest lers WC had. They're a tough team and with four
men out of our starting lineup, including Dave Alberts and Mike Strouse, it was
even tougher. But we did the best we could and 1 think we wrest.led a good ·
match."
The next home match for the Knights will be tomorrow against the
University of Tennessee at Cha tanooga at 1 p.m.
Gergley said, "lt looks good for us; they're a tough team QUt I think we can
beat them."
During the course of the FTU - Athletes in Action match the wrestlers took a
break as the Athle_tcs in Action group, which is an athletic group connected with
Campu s Crusade for Christ and the "I Found It" movement, gave speeches
about their new life with Christ. There arc a number of .teams connected with
the program including track, gymna s tics and soon will include women 's
volleyball. They have two wres tling squads. One team tours the cast while
anot11e r tours tl1c wes t. Their tours last for four month s.
FTU' s · Pat Murphy who won a match earlier in the evening over Fred Nest in
the 142 pound class 7-6 was one of the featured speakers during the
intermission period ·where he stressed his personal relationship with Christ to the
crowd of FTU fans who came ou~ to see their grapplers at the Lyman High
School gym.
Al Lloyd, FTU's hefty 190 pounder, was also victorious in his match with
Doug Klonovch. Lloyd had two take downs, two escape s, and used a nifty
reversal to squeeze by Klonov c h 9-8.
·
Rich Dombrows ki, FTU' s number 1 wrestler, was unsuccessful in his 158
pound class match with Reid Lamphier losing 13-9.
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~wing.. national '170=
1:hcse pressures will: re intensified_
even mo= whcrr tire: volleyball teanr
travels to Maillru., Calif. l:CLp:lay irr tbe.
Na.t:iorra..L lrrt:e.re..all:e.g:ia:.t:e
01ampionship-s toda:y.
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Un:Iikc. her fronttine. spiking. day
at Mirun:i, Ms. Gast now has.
deve.lopecL into an irn:pro.ving
ttcr
and an c..'l:c:e.lle.nt crver: I:.eaming. at
new po.:iltiarr like. sc.ttc.r- has ils
problems, bu.t Coach McDaniel sai<l
she. is lcarrring.fmm hermi.:;take.s.
"
a.setter, ahuut:ZS!pe.rcent of
tbe.. time, S:and,y is. not pu.tting. the.
balL close. c.naugh ta tbe.. net," said
Coach MclJ:lmic.J... She added. that Ms.
Gast nc.eds ta. communicail: man:
with her tc.annnates wherr she is the..
setter.
Qtl:l<!r than: that- one situation,
huwc.vc.r; Ms. Gast:. ha£c Little_ pJ:O.ble:m
'' c..crm m lLITi <::>Lt:i.Jrg;: with h-er
tc.amma:t~ ' When: she- i:;. with the.
tc.:un, b.uth on. and off.- tbe. cuurt, Ms.
C:a..&t s ac.cm & to
clra:.w
h-e.rr
sclf-<:rurl'iden= from them· - the.
coc.kv sid:cc aE hc.r:c that e.vcrvbo<l.v
sc.e.s_ Hur witho:uJ:: the.. ~ce. of her
fc.llow g:la}'e.rs, l\11.s. G:a:ilis true:
gen;arrality be.co.me:; mon:. <!.V ic.icnt::
S'lre.. ll:ac..u:me& qui«.t, almost:
µassiYe:, but: a:. tun ..: of: c.unfiucnce: is
stilL u.tchc.cl intro tbe. vuzy wurc.i~ she;
s. ellks. Witbuu:t tire. iw;1ti.ty or h=
tcmn ta lao:k to; M!l~ Gi"ast a.11noSct:
scems.lIDt
"Whe.n t d:tm 'lt kno.w ge.owe. vucy
well. t. kincl ut· sit: b.w.:k and watci1,"
said. Ms; Gast
IT- she. is not: witlr the. tumn, M
<i:;ru;c usually is a.1tber~ar.tm1::utr.j_ust:
~in-g: tu: ge.t: :n¥ay from· it all. 'GJ1e.
p=urc. that: iS; co.rr&tan tly c.'W.rlc.d
ugun her:: ancl the: team t:aiSl!S- it· tuU.
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FILMS IN C ORPORATED

lj,J

F.T.U. Students(_- f-;.ee General Pubqc - $1 .00

§IYC3lBUCDCb C3GJUC3G3UaJUGJOOC3GJU1:3
''So u~hern Co·1n fort''

1F•••e•7•••G•·January 15th.

...afte r

th e F.T. U. vs Rollins Game.

WINTER QUARTER
Backpacking & Camping - Tues. 4-5 p .m. students - $12.00/non-students - $17.00
Horseback Riding /- First Meeting, Jan. 11., 7 p.m. students $35.00inon-students $40.00
Batik I - Wed . 7: 30-9:00 $10.00/$15.00
Ceramics I - Thurs. 7-9 p.m. $20.00/$25.00
Photography I - Tues". 7-10 p.m. $20.00/$25.00
Karate I - Tues. 6:30-8:00 $12.00/$17 .00
Photography II - Thurs. 7-10 p.m. $20.00/$25.00
Karate II -Thurs. 6:30-8 : 00 $12.00/$17.00
Yoga-. Tues. & Thurs. 7- 9 p.m. $20.00/$25.00
Judo - Wed. 7:00-8: 30 $12.00/$17.00
Other classes - Bridge, Ballroom Dance, Auto Repair and Bicycle Repair . (Times TBA)
Sign up at the Village Center Programming Office January 6-11. · All fees
m·ust be paid at sign up; no refunds . For inforn:ation call 275-2611 .

Bridge - Jan. 12 & 19 Sign up Jan. 6-10.
T;:ible Te·nnis - Jan. 11-21 Sign up Jan. 6-10.
$1 .00 registration fee;

Foosball - Jan. 17-24 Sign up Jan. 12-14.
Billiards - Jan. 24-Feb . Sign up Jan. 19-21.
nonre~u ndable.

ACU- 1 Regional Championships Feb. 10- 12
. COME REPRESENT F.T.U.!!

UM- University Movie 8:30 P.M.
January
January
January
January
.January
January

7 & 9
12
14- 16
21 & 23
26
28 & 30

"The Lords of Flatbush" (UM)
"The Old Man arid The Sea" (CC)
"Woodstock" (UM)
"Chariots of the Gods" (UM)
"A Raisin in the Sun" (CC)
"The MacKintosh Man" (UM)

EN AUD
ENAUD
VCAR
VCAR
EN AUD
VCAR

CC-Cinema Classiques 8 : 30 P.iyi.
February
February
February
February
February
February

4 & 6
11 & 1 3
16
18 & 20
23
25 & 27

"Young Frankenstein" (UM)
.VCAR
"Blazing Sapdles" (UM)
VCAR
"Count of Monte Cristo" (CC)
ENAUD
· " The Sterile Cuckoo" (UM)
ENAUD
" Yankee Doodle Dandy" (CC)
ENAUD
"The Poseidon Adventure (UM) VCAR

l!JUGJCBC3GJUV§ lBC!JG3GJ(3[i31:3
What's -i ust to the left of_East?

